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The SCORE Charter
To enjoy the company and friendship of fellow Cappuccino owners,
sharing the fun which comes naturally with ownership
To be a central forum for the interests of all Cappuccino owners

To develop a common team spirit and camaraderie for fellow members
To provide a quality communications to SCORE members,
covering all aspects of Cappuccino ownership
To issue adhoc releases to the motoring press

To offer impartial technical advice and support where possible

To organise and co-ordinate meetings, rallies and other events
To support and be represented at relevant auto events

To reflect the needs of the membership through a team of Local Representatives
reporting to the Central Steering Group
To manage and control the membership subscription fund
in an honest and responsible manner

To capitalise on key commercial business opportunities to benefit the funds of SCORE
To develop and maintain a professional image for SCORE, to in turn
complement the Suzuki marque

© Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts

From the Editor
Despite the recent flurry of publicity behind the so-called “new generation” of micro
sports cars unveiled by Smart and Daihatsu, it’s important to put into perspective the
technical blue-print these guys used to re-launch their new product offering.

ABC was the mnemonic for the AZ-1, Beat and Cappuccino - three highly exciting,
stylish small sports cars solely for Japanese motorists back in 1991/92. Thanks to the
efforts of Suzuki GB, the Cappuccino was the only OFFICIAL k-class sports car for sale
in the UK through its franchsied dealers, obviously modified to meet British Type
Approval.
That didn’t stop more enthusiasts buying these cars as private imports when Suzuki GB
had sold its full quota. Positive interest across Europe and Australasia reflected in more
Cappuccinos being exported and sold in more diverse countries than any other k-class
car.
The Cappuccino really did create an almighty stir in the global cup and it’s taken a long
time for other car companies to emulate the style, efficiency and sportiness of our
exciting Suzuki sports car.

They (whoever ‘they’ are) say that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. I like to say
that owning a trend setter is much much better!
With our club membership reaching new heights (over the 350 benchmark!) and even
more countries around the world it’s quite evident that we are all passionate about our
Cappuccino. Read more about our enthusiasm inside!
Alex Clouter
SCORE Secretary
01342 823 951/ editor@score org.uk
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Your SCORE Representatives
Region 1
JAMES HOLLAND - 01202 577 210
Covering: Bristol, Channel Isles, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Hampshire, Isle of Wight,
Somerset and Wiltshire
Region 2
KATY DOBSON - 01825 762 048
Covering: Kent, East and West Sussex

Region 3
DANY GAGNON - 020 8351 4965
Covering: Berkshire, Greater London and Middlesex
Region 4
ADRIAN FURNISS - 01252 664 399
Covering Berkshire and Surrey

Region 5
VACANT POSITION
Covering: Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire
Region 6
GRAHAM FARLEY - 07866 721 657
Covering: Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk

Region 7
PAUL JOYNES - 01527 878 561
Covering: Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire and West
Midlands
Region 8
STEVE LEWIS - 01792 523 142
Covering: Gloucestershire, Hereford & Worcestershire, Shropshire and Wales
Region 9
PAUL HOPE - 0116 269 8365
Covering: Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Rutland
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Region 10
KEVIN HYDE - 01946 67420
Covering: Cheshire, Cumbria, Greater Manchester, Isle of Man, Lancashire
Region 11
MARTIN JONES - 0113 282 1693
Covering: Derbyshire, Durham, Northumberland, Tyne & Wear, Yorkshire
Region 12
GREG STEWART - 07736 675 162
Covering: Scotland

Region 13
DANNY SKEHAN - +35 31 833 7113
Covering: Ireland, Northern Ireland

Region 14
MARCEL SPOELSTRA - +31 204 82 26 01
Covering: Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg
Region 15
RONALD SCHNEIDER - +49 221 934 8509
Covering: Germany
Region 16
SONJA LUTHI - + 61 298 79 7069
Covering: Australia

Region 17
GRAEME HANSEN - +64 95 34 2791
Covering: New Zealand

All these people have volunteered their services to represent SCORE members in their
area. They also like to run some events for everyone to join in. Read the latest
“What’s on” guide inside this magazine for more details about things happening.

A special welcome to Adrian Furniss, Paul Hope and Danny Skehan who have recently
joined the team.
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SCORE Membership Update
As at 1 September 2003 SCORE reached an all time high, with a total membership
size of 354 Cappuccino owners. This is an amazing 20% increase on the same period
last year.
For the first eight months of 2003 there were 118 enquiries to join the club and of
these 76% have signed up! Welcome to our 90 new members, making up a third of
our total membership. Our current renewal rate amongst existing members is 70%.
Our membership around the world is as follows:

England
Germany
Australia
Wales
Scotland
Belgium
New Zealand
Ireland
Holland
Japan
Isle of Man
Northern Ireland
Austria
Barbados
Greece
Hong Kong
India
Jersey
Malta
Spain

251
22
15
15
10
6
6
5
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Three new countries have appeared in this “global league” since the issue of the last
magazine: a very special welcome to Austria, Hong Kong and Malta!
Overseas membership now totals 68 Cappuccino owners.
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A Warm Welcome...
... to the following new members who joined our club from 1 April to 31 August
2003:

Helen Brown
Jim Hatfield
Pauline Bissett
Samantha-Jane Walker
Louise Lingard-Snape
Hiroki Ito (Japan)
Mark Turner
Lisa Pawsey
Julian Dodimead
Rebecca Hewes
David Croucher
Heidi Mills
Sarah Watkins (Wales)
John Marshall
Lee Cronin (Scotland)
Wendy Howard
Geri Bright
Philip Osborne
Amanda Branton
Mark Harris
Ray Leung (Hong Kong)
Colin Badger
Megumi Kubokawa
Roman Krzykawski
David Marshalsea
John Hope
Sally Baker (Wales)
David Yu
Paul Reynolds (N. Ireland)
Paul Hope
John Honniball
Geoffrey Roberts
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Walter Fischer (Austria)
Lynn Glaysher
Neil Martin
Nick Logothetis (Australia)
John Hall
Sara Lees
Donovan Sampson
Jonathan Micallef (Malta)
Heather Newhouse
Peter Fitzgerald (Ireland)
Linda Sigsworth
Colin Lambert
Lindsey Gray
Sandra Bartlett
Alan Sumpath
Dianna Lane
Christine Goff
Anne-Marie Parr
Terry Tindall
Sarah Nicholson
Aud Canton (Wales)
Anne Baird
Donald Kruchek
Donald Hirst
Karen Vaughan-Jones (Wales)
Sheila Hart (Wales)
Fiona Watts
Thomas Brauner (Germany)

SCORE Member Gallery

Ben Shaw with sister

Donald Hirst’s Cappuccino

Pauline Bissett

Megumi Kubokawa’s other car(!)

Chris & David Croucher

Hiroki Ito’s Cappuccino

Terry Tindall

Lynn Glaysher’s Cappuccino
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John Honniball

Mark Turner

Nick Logothetis

John Marshall

John Hope
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Sheila Hart’s Cappo

Jonathan Micallef’s Cappuccino in Malta

Quick Silver Exhausts

We are pleased to have looked after many SCORE
members, supplying bespoke stainless steel exhaust
systems for their Cappuccinos.
SCORE members can enjoy a massive

20% discount

on all new exhaust systems
Each exhaust unit comes with a

produced to Suzuki's original blue-print dimensions
Call Paul Goddard now!

020 7622 2120
info@quicksilverexhausts.com
www.quicksilverexhausts.com

Just 4 Fun - The Results

How did you get on in the last magazine’s quiz?
How many times does the Suzuki "S" logo appear on and in the car? 6
In which direction do you turn the key in order to open the bootlid?
Clockwise

Name the rpm range where the red zone starts/ finishes on the rev counter.
8500 - 1200
What colour is the button on the circuit breaker? Beige/ red

How long should the engine idle for, before stopping the engine after high speed drivOne minute
ing?
How many glass panels are there on the car? 6

Which direction way would you pull the lever in order to move the passenger seat
forward? To the right
Does the glovebox illuminate when the headlight switch is put on? No
What is the exact engine side (in cc)? 657

What is the maximum number of digits on the odometer and trip meter? 10
How many different places are there for using the ignition key? 6

What is the maximum fuel tank capacity (either in litres or gallons)? 30/ 6.6
How many tails are there on the turbocharger indicator light? 7

Is the bonnet release switch on the left or right side in the glovebox? Right
Can the head restraints be adjusted for height? No

Is there a "correct" order for the stacking of the roof panels in the boot? Yes

What is the Suzuki recommended tyre pressure for the rear tyres? 23psi/160kPA
How many times does the name "Suzuki" appear on and in the car? 4
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Cryptic Stuff
There are no prizes for these mind-bending questions, but they will certainly make
you think...

1. There are eleven separate aluminium pieces/ parts on the Cappuccino: name them!
2. If there were 33 Cappuccinos parked nose to tail in one straight line how long
would this line be in kilometres?
3. How does the Cappuccino’s bhp/ litre factor compare with the Lotus Elan’s
(1588cc/ 105bhp) at 66.1 and the Austin Healey’s (948cc/ 43bhp) at 45.4?

4. Is there any other sports car or convertible around that has a 4-way hardtop?

Did you know?
It was in the year 1683 when Brother Marco d'Aviano, a Capuchin monk, had come
across thousands of sacks of coffee beans left by the Turkish Army in a Viennese
palace after its failed invasion of the city. A mix of a little honey with boiling hot
water and the coffe beans added with hot milk and topped with some of the whisked
foam brought about what we now know as Cappuccino! Now we tend to use sugar
rather than the original honey.
Marco d'Aviano was born Carlo Domenico Cristofori in November 1631 in Aviano, a
small town in NE Italy. He was a devout youth and joined a Jesuit college. The
Venetian republic where he lived was under threat from the Turkish Empire and Carlo
felt passionately that he must defend his country and his religion against the
invaders.

At the age of 17 he ran away from college and set off East to help his homeland. Tired
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and hungry he sought refuge in a Capuchin friary in Capodistria, near Trieste - home
to an order of brothers inspired by the ideals of St Francis and serving the poor. It
wasn't long before Carlo was persuaded to join the Capuchins taking the Christian
name of Marco and his birthplace as his surname.

This year (2003) Pope John Paul II beatified Marco d'Aviano starting the process that
will make the friar a saint. Brother Marco performed a variety of miracles during his
life - hence his candidacy for sainthood.

Marco d'Aviano also played a prominent role in preventing a Moslem invasion of
Europe after befriending Leopold I, leader of Austria-Hungary and Holy Roman
Emperor. The Turkish Ottoman Empire had already invaded Hungary and Belgrade and
were threatening to take Vienna too. Brother Marco helped organise a united army of
European troops against the Turkish, developing a keen military strategy and soon
enough the Ottoman enemies abandoned their camps and fled. They left behind 600
Christian children taken prisoner to send back to Turkey as slaves and 10,000 sacks of
coffee.

Hungary was still in Moslem hands and Europe remained under threat. Marco also had
a crucial involvement in the formation of a Holy League of Christian princes, united
against the infidel. Brother Marco convinced the troops to fight on in Buda, Hungary
and in Belgrade despite the Holy League being outnumbered by thousands. Needless
to say, the Turks took flight.
With the coffee left behind, Brother Marco did his mixtures and the Cappuccino was
born! It did not take long before it became a popular drink across Southern Europe.

Brother Marco died in 1699, his bones interred in the Capuchin crypt in Vienna.

ITALY OR BUST
A few of us are planning to take our cars on a Great Adventure in 2004!

The idea is to have a leisurely 2-day drive to Aviano, NE Italy and spend 5 days
discovering the roots of Cappuccino before driving back home, again over 2 days.
The week (including 2 weekends) is 1 - 9 May 2004.

No more detail yet but if you are interested please contact Alex Clouter.
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The Power of Horses
The term “horsepower” was invented by James Watt (1736 - 1819), famous for his
pioneering work on steam engines. In order to find a measurement that rated the
power output of his engines, Watt tested the ability of several horses to lift coal up a
shaft using a rope and a pulley. He discovered that, on average, in one minute the
horses could do 22,000 foot-pounds of work - that is, for example, raise a 220 pound
load weight by 100 feet, or a 22 pound load weight by 1,000 feet.
The story goes that in case his horses were not as strong as others, Watt increased
that figure by 50%, giving 33,000 ft lb a minute, and called the measurement one
horsepower.
In fact, a fit man could probably do one horsepower of work relatively easily over a
minute or two, but the measure was calculated to reflect the work horses could do
over an extended period of time without needing regular recovery breaks.

Nowadays, engine power is most commonly expressed in terms of “bhp” - brake
horsepower. The “brake” came into the phrase because the power of engines came to
be measured by seeing how much force was required to stop the engine’s flywheel
from turning, ie to “brake” it.

Not all horsepower is the same. One differing measurement is continental horsepower
abbreviated to PS which stands for Pferde Starke, the German translation of Horse
Power. In France the same measurement is sometimes given as CV for cheval-vapeur.
The PS measurement was chosen in Europe since it’s the closest thing to horsepower
that can be expressed in metric units - 75 kilogram metres per second. It is often used
interchangeably with horsepower but is in fact a slightly lower unit of power: one PS
is about 98.6% of one horsepower.
Useful POWER conversion factors:
1 PS = 0.9859 hp
= 0.7355 kW
= 75 kg.m/sec

1 hp = 1.0143 PS
= 0.746 kW
= 76.07 kg.m/sec

1 kg.m = 7.233 lb ft

1 lb ft = 0.1383 kg.m

Useful TORQUE conversion factors:
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A Spring Drive in the New Forest
By James and Bernard Holland

This was truly the first “main event” of 2003 for SCORE. Also it was first for me to
organise something in the New Forest, down in the depths of Hampshire. My parents
were the Support Crew and we planned the weekend event with some really nice,
scenic tours of the Forest involving convoy driving (which we all like!), two stops
(Beaulieu Motor Museum and Bucklers Hard) on each day of the weekend so that it
wasn’t all driving and the obligatory “park and chat” sessions!
Our starting point was in the attractive town of Ringwood - it was great to see 11
Cappuccinos all together, with some people travelling from long distances. Full marks
to Ernst Luthi who came all the way from Australia - I was most chuffed! Well, he
was working on business in London and contacted Alex to see if there was anything
happening. Ernst was collected by Alex at Windsor and we all made him welcome.
Soon enough he was in awe of the beauty and majesty of the Forest as well as the
Cappos - he had never seen so many together.

The roads in the Forest had been specially designed for the Cappuccino - nice, narrow
and curvy. I led the pack from the front and my parents - in another Japanese car but
not a Suzuki (oh Father, how could you!) - at the rear. This way, I had a good focal
point when ensuring that our group was all together. We went through some superb
settings, seeing the local animals - grazing ponies, horses and sheep - slowing down
(of course) for those who wanted to take photos.

Highlight of the morning was “Ornamental Drive” through the New Forest passing the
Oldest Tree and finally arriving at Bolderwood for an ice cream stop. A short walk
away was a viewing platform overlooking a deer sanctuary but oh dear, no deer today!
Back to the Cappos and in convoy to the Rufus Stone and the Sir Walter Tyrrell pub
for lunch. The Rufus Stone marks the spot where the tree stood from which an arrow,
allegedly shot by Sir Walter Tyrrell, ricocheted off and killed William Rufus better
known as King William II.
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At the pub, another member was waiting for us - Sam. She had just joined the club
and she was amazed to see so many. It was also the first time she had seen a silver
Cappuccino! After an excellent meal, managing to get all together around a table, we
continued our journey through the Forest and onto Bucklers Hard, famous for building
the oak ships of Horatio Nelson’s navy. The depressions where the keels were laid and
the ships actually build can still be seen.

Here we parked our cars in a line - something the Red (and Silver and Green) Arrows
would have been proud of! WE visited a small cafe for afternoon tea then went for a
leisurely stroll down the main (only) street of Bucklers Hard. I then turned into an
intrepid commando declaring we should all follow on a riverbank walk, giving everyone the chance to talk even more together as well as enjoy the beautiful scenery.
There were some interesting large houses with gardens backing onto the river, causing
much debate who lived there. It was a circuit walk for about half an hour and then we
returned to our cars for a grand farewell for some and a “see you tomorrow” for other
members.

The next day we all met up at the hotel where the members were staying and drove in
convoy to the National Motor Museum at Beaulieu. Alex did some negotiation to
obtain discounted prices for our group (saving us all £1.50!) and so we all had the
chance of touring around what is probably the largest private collection of motor
vehicles in the country. A good time was had by all as we spent much of the day
there. Afterwards Steve & Lorraine Gaunt kindly invited us back to their home for tea.
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A Special Thank You From Us!
By Jean and Peter George

A special thanks to James and
his parents from us for such a
lovely weekend. It was our
first SCORE event for a few
years as Pete had a stroke. We
have been with the club right
from the start!
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Benelux Gathering
By Marcel Spoelstra

Real Cappuccino lovers don't use their car in the winter. Their cars are parked in the
garage waiting for better weather. But some owners don't have that patience. They
want to meet each other and share their talks and experiences. That is why SCORE
Benelux organised a winter “Meet and Greet”.

Five die-hards met in a restaurant near the Dutch/ Belgium border. Two of them even
dared to take their cars on the road. Jan Willem de Bruin drove his silver Cappuccino
and me in my rare Suzuki Cara. Also from the Netherlands was Ivo Kroone who came
in a new Nissan Micra. Sven Van Wilder and Ronald Goossen travelled together from
Belgium in an Audi. We can't blame them not driving their Cappos, because the
weather was terrible.
Well on this stormy wet Sunday we enjoyed watching a unique Japanese video called
K-cars. This video showed the history of the Cappuccino spoken in Japanese.
Needless to see that we didn't understand a word. But the video was great. Later we
discussed about the modern successors like the Daihatsu Copen and the Smart
Roadster. I managed to get promotion videos of these cars. After watching these we
agreed that both cars are based on the Cappuccino idea.
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The Great Newcastle Adventure
By Ernst and Sonja Luthi

We had a great time on our trip to Newcastle (NSW, Australia) on 15 February 2003.
The meeting point for the trip to Newcastle (located approx 150Km north of Sydney)
was at Ernst & Sonja's home, with 5 Cappos expected to arrive between 8 and 8.30.

Jean and Bob Whalley were the first ones to arrive, after a 50min drive down from the
Blue Mountains. By 9.00 everybody had arrived and Bob was discussing performance
enhancements with Mark Shane, Ryan Clarke (with friend Ian) and Justin Pickering
and comparing the various modifications made to airfilter, turbo, blow off valves
etc…..

After a quick detour to Mark's home for a first photo opportunity, we finally set off for
the motorway to Newcastle, hoods down of course (weather forecast was for 32C
and no clouds). After a leisurely drive up the motorway, with the occasional test of
the Cappos’ performance and after scaring a MX-5 and a S2000, Chris Tobin met us at
the Newcastle motorway exit. After a short break at Chris's home to greet the newborn baby (and to take more photos), we set off to Newcastle, the city of traffic
lights.

Travelling through Newcastle can be quite tricky, as traffic lights could not cope with
a convoy of 6 Cappos, but after several stops we managed to get everybody down to
the foreshore. The Cappos were lined up and photos taken, and more photos taken.
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Did we attract attention ? Of course we did, we even had one (very attractive) lady
ask us "what's this for" ? For driving off road, of course was the answer! She was very
keen in buying a Cappo, and we (the males) were very keen to sell her Ryan's car
straight away.
After several hours of eating and talking, the Sydneysiders set off again to return
home, either via the Motorway or the scenic route through the Hunter Valley.

I believe everybody had a good time. Although we had some sad news as Ryan
announced that he had bought a 180SX as he needed more space to put the shopping
and was selling the Cappo. But he promised to save hard so that he can afford 2 cars
in a few years’ time. Chris also announced that he may sell his car to finance the new
house.
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We were very pleased with the turnout of Cappos: 6 out of the 15 who are members
of the SCORE “Oz” Chapter. We may be far away from you guys in Europe but we all
share the fun and love of the very cute Cappuccino.
A special thanks to the Cappos that came along on the Newcastle Cruise:
2 x Dark Green: Mark Shane plus Bob & Jean Whalley (only 25,000 kms)
1 x Black: Justin Pickering
2 x Champagne Gold: Ryan Clarke (Decaf) plus Chris Tobin (Mr Tiny)
1 x Red: Sonja & Ernst Luthi

We all look forward to ‘talking’ to more members from Europe via the SCORE website:
it’s just amazing how much we can learn from you guys as Suzuki cannot provide us
with the information we want out here. Your own experiences, advice and useful tips
via the forums on the website are all greatly appreciated by us.

SAVE £4.50 WHEN YOU BOOK IN ADVANCE
FOR THE

INTERNATIONAL
CLASSIC MOTOR SHOW

8-9 November 2003 at the NEC Birmingham
As a special offer to SCORE Members, you can buy one ticket at just
£7.50*. You need to quote the special code ‘CLI’ as well as your
current membership number. Call 0121 767 4767 or book online at
www necclassicmotorshow.com for your advance ticket.
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* Offer is restricted to one ticket per member

International Classic Car Show

An Advertorial from the Show Organisers

With displays from 150 clubs, three major concourse finals and an incredible line-up
of feature vehicles the International Classic Motor Show at the National Exhibition
Centre (NEC) in Birmingham promises a feast of classic vehicles.
The NEC is prominently signed from most of the motorways crossing the West
Midlands region. Birmingham International Airport and the Railway Station are just
minutes away via the regular shuttle service.
At the UK’s biggest classic exhibition you can see everything from the latest barn
finds to Britain’s best restorations in the Jaguar, Classic American and prestigious
Autoglym concours finals.

With over 500 exhibitors selling everything from a £100,000 classic car to a 20 pence
washer you are sure to find something you want at the Show. This year’s Autojumble
promises to be better than ever with literally hundreds of stalls and thousands of very
much sought after bargains. As in previous years some of the best known classic car
dealers will be offering a wonderful selection of cars for sale. In addition to all this
you can expect to see a massive selection of accessories, tools, memorabilia and
books which makes a day at the show a MUST for every motoring enthusiast!

Trouble with your classic? Need advice on buying a car? Planning a full re-build? What
ever your classics query, you will get an answer from the experts in the FREE Seminar
Programme at the Show. A daily programme of seminars hosted by televion’s Jerry
Thurston will cover a wide range of topics from buying a classic car to sorting out
your braking system. Whatever the subject you can be sure the Show Organisers have
assembled the acknowledged experts in the field to give you the best advice. Entry
into the Seminars is free and look at the Show website (as outlined in the advert) for
updates to the Seminar Programme.
Racing legend Sir Stirling Moss OBE will perform the official opening ceremony for
what is Britain’s BIGGEST classic car show on Saturday (09.30 - 18.30). Sir Stirling
Moss will spend the whole day at the Show and will be signing autographs - you also
get the chance to chat with him on the Shelsey Walsh Stand. On Sunday the Show
times are 09.30 - 17.30.
SCORE will be at this event, sharing space on the stand of Redditch Shotblasting Ltd. We
hope there will be 7 Cappuccinos on display,one for every year of the club’s anniversary!
If you plan to come along, please visit us. SCORE is very grateful of the help from Paul
Joynes of Redditch Shotblasting - he is also a SCORE Regional Rep - making this happen.
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Dutch Puzzle Tour
By Marcel Spoelstra

It was around two years ago when a major event was organised in The Netherlands.

Earlier this year I became the SCORE representative for the Benelux region so it looked
appropriate to organise a joint event for Holland and Belgium.
Due to a full SCORE event agenda the date was finally set to 20-21 April and I could
sort out the route. The event was divided into two days: one in The Netherlands and
one in Belgium.

The hotel where all participants were based was Van Der Valk Hotel in Gilze-Rijen
(nice Dutch language isn't it?). We had Cappuccinos from all over Europe: 3
Cappuccinos (and 1 Cara) from my country, 3 from Belgium (1 red, 1 silver and 1
green!) and also 3 Germans. One owner came all the way from Hamburg! Also
unexpectedly, Sascha Kopp arrived in his BMW Z3 (which is obviously the better
Autobahn car) as his mother was already using the family Cappuccino. Of course we
welcomed the British contingent of drivers in their 6 cars. Overall, it was a good turn
up for a Benelux event.
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SCORE EURO FAMILY PHOTO ALBUM

A selection of happy faces at the 2003 Dutch Puzzle Tour
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The event itself was a great success. The sunny conditions helped us a lot although
the evening for the event was different. A big storm came over and it rained hail.
Luckily, no Cappuccinos were damaged.

On the first day, a navigation trip was made in the Van Gogh area. Driving through
lovely small villages and landscape, which are many times portrayed by the famous
painter before he left to France. During the day we made a stop and visited a car
museum. After this, the Cappo drivers showed their driving skills on a parking place.
The game was driving slalom with the Cappos and a tennis ball balanced on a holder
on the car bonnet. A few competitors lost the ball due to a gust of wind they said....
Do you believe it? Well the organisation didn't and they were disqualified.

The second day was a trip to the Japanese garden in Hasselt. Here the drivers got to
enjoy a totally different landscape and building style. The Belgians are famous for their
luxury villas, but most of the inhabitants are Dutch tax-refugees! After a few hours of
navigating, most of the Cappos found their way to the garden without getting lost…
a miracle if you know the Belgian road signs! The garden we visited gave us a good
idea how a Japanese garden looks like. Peaceful, silence and in harmony with nature:
very well designed.
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For the two evening programmes SCORE rented a function room and displayed on a
projector all the photos and video we made over the last two days. It was fun! The
travel distances of both days were registered. Because we worked out that some
Cappuccino owners had travelled the same distance, a computer game was used as
the way to get the overall winner: the great Gran Turismo 2 on the Sony PS2 and of
course featuring the Cappuccino.

The final winner needed to finish the race in the quickest time. Over the two nights
Clive & Yvonne and Katy & Mark both won a very special top quality Delft porcelain
commemorative mug. It was produced in conjunction with BV Nimag - Dutch Suzuki
distributor - when the Cappuccino was introduced in 1994 in the Netherlands. Only
Dutch Suzuki Dealers who sold the Cappuccino were able to own this very limited
edition memorabilia.

We had a special dinner on the second and very memorable night of our very unique
Euro Family of Cappo enthusiasts - it is always a shame when we have to say our
goodbyes as we are never too sure when we will meet again.
The next morning was our final farewell and we all left to travel to our homes across
Europe...

In short the Puzzle Tour was a very successful event and very nice to organise. I hope
to see you all back in the region very soon.
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Trekking the Borders of Wales
By Steve Lewis

The starting point for this first ever convoy cruise across Wales was Ty-Gwyn Farm
near Abergavenny. The Farm was used as the basis for SCORE's first ever meeting of
Cappuccinos way back in 1996. Tim Tod had helped then as he did now - soon
enough, we were 6 cars strong.

The furthest travelled was Alex coming across country from East Sussex. The closest
was either Brendan or myself as we both live in South Wales!

Tim and his wife Paula kindly served us with tea and biscuits as we were waiting for
Brendan and Yvonne in their cars. There was a panicky call from Yvonne as she had
trouble finding the farm and travelling solo - in fact it was the first time she had come
to an event without Clive in their 8 years of membership. Then just like buses arriving
together, so a Champagne Gold and a Red Cappuccino came tearing up the driveway!
We had our usual group photo in one of the fields and Tim enthusiastically showed
us a tow bar he had designed and fitted on his Cappuccino, for manoeuvring small
caravans on site (he runs a caravan park). We were suitably impressed.

We did not leave at the planned time because of all the chatting, but no worries. We
said our goodbyes to the Tod family and headed off for Brecon. A pleasant journey it
was too as we travelled in convoy, me leading the way.

We caused quite a stir as we arrived at Brecon - so much consternation as it began to
rain. We parked up and had a relaxing walk and tour of this attractive market town.
We had an inaugural cappuccino in a coffee bar then made tracks for the cars.

This is me!
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At Ty-Gwyn Farm

Ray and Shirley

Elizabeth and Anne

John and Hazel

On with the journey - and a long stretch of driving as we headed for Elan Valley
Village. There was another photo opportunity en route as we stopped on the top of a
dam with commanding views over a reservoir. The road on the top of the dam was
wide enough just for the Cappuccino!
At Elan Village we had lunch and visited the museum - by this time it was raining
quite hard so it was not possible to walk the great outdoors as planned. It was a pity
as the landscape is beautiful and for the bird spotters plenty to see with the
binoculars.

The final leg of our journey was to Welshpool and a visit to Powys Castle. It was here
that Robert Clive (of India fame) lived and you could certainly see the Indian influence
with the décor and furnishings. We spent the afternoon touring around the castle and
its grounds, another welcome break from the long driving we had getting there.

A short drive away was Chester where we stopped the night. Some of us could only
stay the Saturday so it was farewell to a few and only the diehard remained. We had
an excellent meal in a local pub talking much about modifications to the Cappuccino,
as you do. Had a bit of a pub crawl - well it was only one other pub we visited and
were made most welcome as we turned up as "last orders" were announced. It was a
quick drink then Hazel led the rest of us back to the hotel!!
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At the top of the dam

Powys Castle

In high spirits we returned to our hotel and crashed out for the night.

Early Sunday morning we had the "full monty" English breakfast and soon found
another silver Cappuccino in our group when we packed our cars. This was the first
time that Dave Espley and his girlfriend, Kay Wood, were at a SCORE event and for
that privilege I declared they could lead us around Chester for a city pose! Which is
what we did.

We caused a sensation by the riverside as we parked up to see where Hollyoaks was
filmed. The local police came over and at first we thought we would be in trouble for
parking the way we did but they just wanted to see the cars! No worries.

We then continued our trek from Wales into Cheshire, to attend the Kit and Classic
Car Show, held at Capesthorpe Hall. Which is where another SCORE Regional Rep
comes in with his report - our group had "invaded" another region, that of Martin
Jones who was instrumental in getting SCORE members from his area to come along.
So, Martin, over to you!!

Cheesey Grinning on the Dam
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The famous Hollyoaks Bridge

Macclesfield Classic & Kit Car Show
By Martin Jones

One of my regional members, Ron Scarfe, a kit car enthusiast, asked me if I could
advertise the kit car show at Macclesfield for him on the club web site. I don't think
he could have dreamed of the response he would get.

The date was Sunday 18th May and I spoke to Steve Lewis from Wales to see if he
was interested. We both agreed that his planned drive through Wales could actually
finish up at the Show, which was great.

Linda and I set off at nine o'clock on Sunday morning in our beloved "PEGGY" and
joined up in the village with new Cappuccinno owners and new club members Phil
and Karen Osbourne in their newly christened "POPPY". We drove the short distance
down the M1 to Wooley Edge Services and met with Nick and Josephine Firth who
had travelled a short distance from their home to the pre arranged meeting place.

Shaun Hodgson arrived shortly after which gave us a few minutes to make the usual
introductions and Nick and Phil to glean as much info from Shaun as possible about
Cappuccino's. Four Red Cappos parked together created a bit of a spectacle on the car
park at the services. Janet Dawson arrived only a bit late with her mum as passenger
as her husband was busy kitchen fitting. Not really a competition.
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With routes printed out for each and everyone just in case, we set off in convoy to
Macclesfield. Only Peggy and Poppy went topless but the sun shone for the most part
and the odd drop of rain blew over without the need to stop and put the roof on. A
lovely route over the Pennines saw us arriving at Capesthorne Hall just before eleven.
What a surprise for us and an even better one for Ron Scarfe. The eight cars from
Steve Lewis' Welsh Leeks and Daffodils run were already in situe at the designated
Cappuccino area in front of the Hall. When we arrived the numbers swelled to 13.
Others arrived during the day and although it was hard to keep track in between
showers, I think there were eighteen Cappuccinno's during the day unless someone
counted differently. There was a struggle to get all the cars into one photo hence the
two taken in front of the hall and another for the few that had to park behind the
impressive line-up.

A well organised line up in front of the hall with all the colours co-ordinated by Alex
made a wonderful line up and a great start to the year. It also gave my new members
the opportunity to see what the club was about. Whilst stood answering questions
between showers, an official looking chap walked up to me with a clip board and
asked if we wished to enter a Tug of War team. "What?". I made an excuse as I didn't
really know enough of the SCORE members to volunteer them but he said teams were
only four people. Before I thought further I said "YES!".
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We had to be at the main arena at 1-30 so all I had to do was find a team. I had all
ready volunteered the Yorkshire contingent of Phil, Nick, Shaun and I. Adrian Furniss
gave us some quite useful information saying he knew a bit about the sport. The idea
was to lean back into the rope as a large amount of body weight is in the head. Made
sense. Next shout "PUSH" as opposed to pull as you were pushing with your feet not
pulling the rope. Made less sense. Thirdly he gave us some nifty advice about looking
professional, crossing our feet over the rope and lifting it up all together with our
right foot to save bending. Made even less sense and decided against it.
The area was on a slight hill and as volunteered team captain I won the toss. Best of
three and I opted to pull down hill first. We all leaned back and duly shouted PUSH.
It must have been not picking the rope up with our feet that did it because we were
pulled up hill with the greatest of ease by some Kit Car buffs. What chance did we
have on the second round? None. We were pulled down hill even easier.
Still fourth place wasn't bad. "It's the taking part that matters" I told Nick when I
learned of his groin strain. I don't think our cheer leaders helped.

I had been contacted by Heather Laws who had just sold her Cappo and bought a
Vauxhall VX220. She was desperate for a photo with it next to a Cappo to complete
her album. We parked in front of the hall and obliged. I gained an oil and air filter for
my trouble.

Shaun and Janet had left earlier but Nick, Phil and us left together, tops on, but still a
pleasant drive back. Excellent day and great to finally meet a few web site icons..
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OUTDOOR
Polyester woven textile with antiUV treatment, lightweight, smooth,
high water resistance, breathable,
elasticated all-round hem,underbody straps. Theft deterrant.

IN-GARAGE
Dust-proofed nylon textile, breathable, easily washable,
elasticated both ends.

All our covers have two protected front door zips. We cover cars from 8 feet to
22 feet - all shapes and sizes - as well as cover motorcycles and caravans.
We also produce bespoke storage bags for the Cappuccino roof panels.
PRICES
(including VAT/ UK delivery; please call for overseas delivery)
Outdoor Cover ; £94
In-Garage Cover : £67
Set of 3 Roof Panel Storage Bags: £81
We accept most credit and debit cards - cheques payable to Cover Systems

COVER SYSTEMS (CAP)
49 Grove Road, Rushden NN10 0YD

+44 (0) 1933 410 851 (Monday - Saturday)

Harewood Hill Climb
By Martin Jones

I needed something different to create interest in my region for SCORE members. A
couple of friends had Hill Climbed in their cars so I found out more. The Westfield Car
Club had hired the course at Harewood for their members for Sunday, 25th May. This
was an annual event and they allowed paying guests to drive their cars on the course.
A few phone calls and e-mails later and I had the application forms and rules to hand.
I advertised the day but was disappointed that only one other person, Stuart Poole,
was interested in taking part. Trevor was participating in his TR7 as he had last year
and when we arrived in glorious sunshine, Stuart was already in place. He had arrived
fairly early not knowing how long it would take on the drive from Derby. He was one
of the first there and thought it was going to be a bit of a none event. However he
was not disappointed as other cars arrived. In excess of one hundred took part.

We were divided into four groups just on a first come first serve basis. No proper
class division were made for good viewing. Stuart's metallic green import looked well
and he had great pride in showing off his Knight Rider style immobiliser and alarm. He
can not only lock and close the windows remotely but the car starts all by itself. It
surprises a few people who wonder where the driver is. Stuart is also a motorcyclist
yet he forgot the only requirement required for the run, his helmet. Still he and his pal
managed to borrow a couple of helmets for the first run. They returned with beaming
smiles across their faces and couldn't wait to explain about the hairpins and speed.
Linda and I set off on our first run. Helmets on and roof off. As we slowly descended
the hill to the start point, the adrenaline began to pump. I turned to Linda and said,
"Just one thing, do not tell me to slow down."

Give her her due; she kept quiet on the whole run. As we drove to the start we
obeyed the instruction to warm up the tyres. We sat at the red lights waiting for
green. I brought the revs up to 2500 and as the light changed floored the accelerator.
Up into second and kept accelerating round the sweeping downhill right hander. Up
into third and still accelerating. Brake and down into second for right hand and sharp
left hand followed by hairpin right. Starting accent to blind summit. Brake slightly
knowing there was a sharp left hand. I had seen a couple lose it here on the first
groups run. Level followed by right hand and starting to climb. Keeping second gear
for chicane followed by right hander.
Accelerating and up into third as we passed through the farm yard. Brake and second
gear for long left hand bend and still ascending. As we came out of the bend up the
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long straight, up into third and still accelerating. Where has the road gone? Brake and
second for sharp right hand bend at top and finish. A bit of a twitch at the back end
and just missed a couple of bollards but WOW!! I pulled into the parking area,
allowed the Turbo to cool and my heart to stop racing. I couldn't undo my helmet for
shaking with pure adrenaline rush and excitement.

Neither Linda nor I had remembered to look at the Speedo so we had no idea how fast
we had been - it just seemed like Mach 3.
After watching all the other cars have their first run, we had our second run. I was
ready this time. It had to be better. Flat out all the way driving to the limit. Both mine
and the cars. I even remembered to look at the speed once. As I changed from second
to third on the last straight I was doing 55mph. That was it: no idea what top speed
was.
The clouds started to roll in along the valley and by the time we were ready for the
third run the course was awash. We had to put the top on.

Not only that but Trevor and I decided to try wife swapping. Trev's wife, Eirwen, had a
go with me. We set off no problem and took the first right hand bend and up into
third gear. As I braked for the next right hander the car aquaplaned. No grip no
steering and grass looming. I pumped the brake pedal to prevent skidding and it
worked. I regained enough grip to negotiate the bend but slowed down around the
course considerably. Still enjoyable but no more slipping and sliding.
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Linda had a worse time. Trev just had too much power. There was no grip from the
start and even the self levelling suspension didn't help.

The fourth run was in similar weather conditions. Another SCORE member, Nick Firth
and his wife Josephine had arrived to watch and Trev offered him a ride as passenger
in his TR7. His face was a picture when they arrived back.
Trev's verdict:
A great day but the weather spoiled it.

My verdict:
Brilliant. Now I have done it I wouldn't do it again. I couldn't wait to get home and
change the oil.
Eirwen's verdict:
It wasn't as much fun as with Trev. His car is much bigger and has more oomph.

Linda's verdict:
Trev's may be bigger but once it was slippery there was no control. Mine may be
smaller but it never fails to satisfy and I had a smile on my face when I finished.

NATIONAL RALLY WINNERS
Julie Davies and Robert Hughes from Deganwy (Conwy in Wales) were this year’s
winners in the 2003 National Rally.

A full report of the Rally will appear in Issue 15 of The Latest SCORE Magazine.
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Japanese Auto Extravaganza
By Alex Clouter

The 2003 Japanese Auto Extravaganza celebrated its 11th anniversary and really is the
biggest ever gathering of Japanese Car Clubs and motoring enthusiasts in Europe.
48 Clubs were spread out in the two fields assigned to JAE at Billing Aquadrome
which is near Northampton. This translated into just over 2500 vehicles, from the
evergreen classics of Honda S600/ S800 to the very latest mods/ rockers from
Mitsubishi Evo and Subaru. Add to this the wide range of aftermarket traders and
accessory suppliers and that meant loads of people over the weekend.

SCORE was there with a vengeance, armed with the protection of a recently acquired
gazebo for protecting our bonces under the sun and the now traditional BBQ for the
members who came along to display their cars on the stand.
Marcel Spoelstra made a special trip from Holland in his gull-winged Suzuki Cara, as
well as Jan-Willem de Bruijn and the “rare appearance” of his much cherished silver
Cappuccino (JW does not like to put too many miles in his car).

Alongside the cars belonging to Steve Lewis, Katy & Mark Dobson and myself, we
were all treated to the sight and sound of Dany Gagnon’s black Cappuccino which has
seen lots of body and engine enhancements - see the photos below (and more of this
elsewhere in the magazine).
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Dany’s car was most certainly the “star” on our stand and in fact won an award from
our neighbouring club stand - the Suzuki SC100 Enthusiasts Club - for being one of
the Cars of the Show over the weekend. It was a good job that Dany was staying for
the weekend, even camping on-site ‘to be near my new beautiful baby’, he quotes.
He was certainly pleased to be interviewed by “Banzai” Magazine - a feature is
planned for their Autumn issue - and a new Irish automotive online magazine called
Eeichi.com.

It was a busy weekend on our stand, taking enquiries from people very interested in
buying one, wanting to know how the open top works, looking under the bonnet and
of course seeing if they really fit inside. Eight years on from when Suzuki stopped
supplying the Cappuccino for the UK and it’s quite remarkable how popular our car
remains to the public: from posing in or by the car for photos to spending a good 15
minutes’ conversation with anyone of us!

On the Saturday night as a group we all went out - there were 13 of us - and “raided”
an Indian restaurant for a superb meal. We all never seem to tire talking about the
Cappo... never! A walk back in the pouring rain, which none of us were prepared for,
and we dried out in the front room of the hotel watching a series of BMW advertising
movies that could only be seen on the Internet. A few of us stayed up even later to
watch an advance preview of the Great Mini Adventure yet to be shown on British
cinemas... no more said, but it was a great film!
The 2004 JAE happens on 31 July/ 1 August weekend.
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SCORE What’s On Guide
Sunday, 5 October 2003 - Gardens and Sculptures Tour
Organiser: Adrian Furniss - 01252 664 399 or ajfurn@ntlworld.com

This is based in and around Surrey, visiting Saville Gardens at Windsor Great Park after
which there is a drive to Runnymede Pleasure Grounds near Egham. After lunch there
is another drive and a visit to “Pride of the Valley” Sculpture Park in Churt.
Please contact Adrian for more information and book your place - you don’t have to
go to see The Fall in New England when you can see The Autumn of Real England!
Weekend, 18 - 19 October 2003 - SCORE AGM/ Double Birthday Event
Organiser: Alex Clouter - 01342 823 951 or alex@score.org.uk

Our excuse for another annual nationally organised event for all members to attend.
At this time of the year we are celebrating two birthdays: the club’s 7th and the
Cappuccino’s 10th so you can bet on a fun weekend!

The venue is The Eaton Hotel, Edgbaston, Birmingham. We have to have our AGM, so
that you know the very latest news and plans from SCORE as well as have your say in
how we should be working. This will be kept as short as possible, depending on how
many of us want to talk of course! The fun starts straight after. Saturday night we will
be dining at The Emperor, a Cantonese BBQ where you can eat as much as you like for
a fixed price. Sunday morning will start a bit late as we get over from the night before.
A local SCORE member has planned a convoy route for a drive “somewhere” for
around an hour or so. All I can say is that we end up at Cadburys Chocolate World,
where we will have lunch and then promptly at 2pm we start our chocolate factory
tour which lasts for around 90 minutes. Afterwards there is a mystery gift for everyone and final farewells.
Please complete the official entry form (a loose insert in this magazine) and send with
payment to Alex as soon as possible before the end of September.

Saturday, 25 October 2003 - Southend Firework Spectacular
Organiser: Graham Farley on 07866 721 657 or farleygraham@hotmail.com

Southend Council launches an evening firework display to the left of the pier from a
barge moored offshore, as part of the run up to the 'lights' in Southend being turned
on. It is a good display and worth attending on its own merit. It is even more
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a poignant reminder that Dave Benson loved this particular event and fireworks in
general, the bigger and louder the better! SCORE will be launching its own humungus
rocket after the main firework display, to remember Dave.
The event this year will be different and starts in the afternoon to allow more time at
Southend. Please contact Graham ASAP by phone or email for more information and
book your place as he needs to organise seating for Fish & Chips.........there is limited
seating at the restaurant so you have an incentive to book early!

It would be nice to have a record turn out for obvious reasons. We anticipate that Sue
Oakley, Dave’s partner, plus the rest of the Benson family - Andy (Dave’s twin
brother) and Mark (the eldest brother) - will be there.
Weekend, 8 - 9 November 2003 - International Classic Motor Show
Organiser: Paul Joynes on 01527 878 561 or lisa.paul@ukonline.co.uk

This annual classic car show takes place at the National Exhibition Centre,
Birmingham. Paul Joynes will be attending this show with an exhibitor stand for his
company, Redditch Shotblasting. Paul has kindly set aside some space on the stand
for SCORE to site up to seven Cappuccinos for display.

Spaces are available on a first come first serve basis so you need to call Paul if you
can commit to spend a full weekend at the NEC. Once your car is positioned on the
stand on Friday night, you will be unable to drive it away until after 5.30pm on
Sunday afternoon when the show finishes.

Tickets can be purchased directly from the Show Organiser, with a special discount for
SCORE members - see the advert on page 20 for contact details and page 21 for more
information about the event.
December, date to be advised - End of Year Barbecue
Organiser: Ernst Luthi on + 61 2 9879 7069 or sonjaernst@netscape.net

This is a new end of year party for the Oz Chapter of SCORE, maybe on a beach or
maybe inland somewhere... if any Brits or other Euro Cappo owners are on holiday in
Australia during December, contact Ernst or his wife Sonja to join the merry throng!
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2004 and all that...
Dates to put in your diary for next year:
26 - 27 June: 8th National Rally

It’s the turn of the SCORE Northern Region to help. Our two previous rallies up in
this neck of the woods were in Ellesmere Port, Liverpool (1998) and Leyburn/
Coverdale, North Yorkshire (2001). Martin Jones has kindly offered to help, so watch
this space for more details...
31 July - 1 August: Japanese Auto Extravaganza

The 12th JAE and we are awaiting more information from the Show Organisers. We
know that there will be a cost for having a stand at the 2004 event so SCORE will
only attend if members register their interest first with an up front payment. As soon
as we know, we’ll let you know via the website and a forthcoming event newsletter.
30 - 31 October: 8th AGM/ National Birthday Weekend

Pushed forward to the last weekend of October for a themed Halloween occasion:
ghouls and ghosts with things that go “bump” in the night! More later.
Other things going on...

This will depend on everyone, SCORE Regional Reps and all members alike!

We have had comment from various members that they would like to organise events
- all great stuff from treasure hunts through to skittle nights out and country convoy
runs. With a great number of new members who joined this year and have attended
their very first SCORE event, these people are just as keen to do things.
All we ask is that you contact your local SCORE Rep in the first instance to ensure
that the event you are planning does not conflict date-wise with anything he/ she is
doing. Due to Data Protection, which SCORE has signed up to, the SCORE Rep is the
only person allowed to send out (electronically or by post) mailings to members in
his/ her allocated region and cannot have access to the National SCORE Database.

It will be up to the Regional Rep to coordinate a schedule for their area and run 1 or 2
events that can appear in the “What’s On” Guide both for off-line and on-line use.
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Web Talk - make the most from your club website
www.suzuki-cappuccino.com

With over 250 club members registered on the SCORE website, it’s important to make
everyone realise what you can really obtain from the end of your fingertips:
When you are in the Message Board area of the website...

Click on the “Memberlist” word in the top navigation bar and you can scroll through
a complete listing of SCORE Members who have registered using the website. You
can sort this listing alphabetically by Username, by membership number or by six
other ways! From this list, click on the “PM” icon to the left of the Username and you
can then send an instant message to that person. You can also visit the personal website that the member has of their own (shown as a “www” icon) as well as see how
many messages they have posted on the message board.
Click on the “Search” word in the top navigation bar and you can make effective use
of the powerful search engine on the website. Just type in the word you wish to
search information on, like ‘insurance’, ‘brakes’, ‘servicing’ or anything else. Click on
the other option menus shown to widen/ narrow choice and then click the important
“Search” button. Within seconds you will receive all the messages/ topics in the order
you require linked to your original word. As SCORE has been online since 1997, you
can also access the Search facility on the old SCORE message board. In summation
you have access to an incredibly large database of Cappuccino and SCORE member
comments/ experiences/ tips.

Click on “Photo Album” and have access to a wide range of photographs. Not only
can you see photos posted onto the site by members, you can also post your own
digital photos! The procedure for loading images into this area is easy, with a useful
instruction guide link at the top of the Photo Album page. You can see what went on
at SCORE events literally days after they happened. You can see modifications that
members have done to their cars, either under the bonnet or on the bodywork. The
list is endless!

Click on “Postcards” and you have a choice of Cappuccino postcards you can
electronically send to anyone! There’s a menu of colourways and typefaces to personalise your message/ greeting. Use them for birthdays, congratulations, wish you were
here and other messages.

Click on “Cappuccino Manuals” and you have access to some really useful technical
information. There is the standard factory service/ workshop manual (in English) as
well as the UK Specification Supplement which gives more specific information on the
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1182 Cappuccinos brought in by Suzuki GB. These cars had to undergo 30 mods at
the factory and at Suzuki’s Import Centre in Sheerness, to meet British Type Approval
standards at that time. Also available in this section is the Owners Manual, which
Cappuccino Owners received when they originally bought the car - as Cappuccinos
see 3, 4 or even 5 owners in their lives it is inevitable that these manuals get dogeared or even lost, so the availability of an online version could be a godsend for some
members. If you decide to buy a boot rack from Suzuki (or you acquire a Cappuccino
with one fitted) there’s an extremely useful Boot Rack Manual that can be
consulted. We are busy scanning in the Cappuccino Parts Manual, now that we
have had the written approval of Suzuki so this should be available in the very near
future.

Click on “Profile” and you can enter information about yourself that other members
can read: interests, your own website (if you have one), your birthday (as SCORE will
send you a birthday greeting on the day) and other data you may wish to include. It
is all voluntary information, you are not obliged to give everything - this is clearly
outlined on the relevant page. In the Preference section of “Profile” you can control
what you want from the SCORE website. You can opt out of not always showing your
personal email address. There is a very useful ‘Always notify me of replies’ option this gives you the choice of receiving an email when someone replies to a topic you
have posted in; this can always be changed whenever you want to. When you click
“yes” for the ‘Notify’ and/or ‘Pop up window’ options for Private Messaging, you
will automatically get an email and/or pop up window when you receive a Private
Message from another SCORE member. This is very useful. You can also get instant
and complete language translation of the website in English, German, Dutch and
Japanese - click the “Board Language” box and select the language. You can add a
more stylised seasonal look to the website by clicking the “Board Style” box and you
have a choice of preferred timezones and date format settings. Last but not least is
more personalisation when you send a message; choose an avatar (another word for
an image/logo) in the Avatar Control Panel and this image/logo will appear alongside
your name when you post a message in any forum of the message board.
“You have no new messages” on the Navigation Bar is your inbox link, where all
incoming messages are listed. You have the choice how you want to organise your
display of messages with useful ‘save’ and ‘delete’ functions. If you want to send a
message from the inbox, click on ‘New Post’ and follow the simple instruction. There
is a wide choice of comical emoticons to add to your message, adding fun and cheek
or any other mood you wish when communicating to other SCORE members.. all in
the best possible taste!
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SCORE Merchandise

The complete range of club merchandise for you and your Cappuccino... overleaf!
How you can pay for your merchandise:
BY POST

Send the order form (photocopy will be OK) on page 46 to SCORE Merchandise with a
sterling cheque made payable to “SCORE” and send to the address as shown. We are
unable to accept Euro-cheques as there is a handling cost SCORE has to incur.
BY BANK TRANSFER

Australian Members
Commonwealth Bank of Australia, 29-31 The Corso, Manly Branch, 2095 Sydney
Bank State Branch (BSB) Number: 062 197
Account Number: 1022 4865
Account Name: SCORE

Belgian, Dutch and Irish Members
Rabobank, Amsterdam en Omstreken, Zuideinde 1, Postbus 3, 1120 AA, Landsmeer
Account Number: 3246.42.261
Account Name: M Spoelstra
German Members
Dresdner Bank, Goltsteinstrasse 91, 50968 Köln
Bank Number: 370 800 40
Account Number: 439 18 09 02
Account Name: SCORE Germany Suzuki Cappuccino

New Zealand Members
ANZ Bank, Howick Branch, 87-89 Picton Street, Howick, Auckland
Account Number: 010170-0054343-50
Account Name: KIWISCORE
UK, Japanese and other Overseas Members
HSBC, 155 Mile Cross Road, Norwich NR6 6RL
Account Number: 41372467
Account Name: SCORE
Sort Code: 40-35-50

When paying by bank transfer you do need to use your full name as a reference and
either fax your bank confirmation slip to +44 (0)8700 515808; alternatively send an
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email to treasury@score.org.uk to confirm date/ amount deposited.

BASEBALL CAP
Two tone: navy cotton cap with light grey peak
£7

CAPPUCCINO BEAN BAG DOG
Cute ‘cappuccino coffee’ coloured bean bag dog*
£5

MAGAZINE BACK ISSUES
Issues 1 - 13
£2.50

CAPPUCCINO POSTER
Small 29.8 x 21.1cm : £0.75
Large 84 x 60cm : £1.50
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LEATHER COASTER BOXED SET
Set of 6 coasters with gold logo
Choice of green or burgundy
£7.50

LEATHER KEY FOB
Red leather with chrome tag
£5

PEWTER MODEL
1:43 scale model with
removable hard top**
£30

POSTCARD SET
Launch pack of 3 postcards
£1.50

TAX DISC HOLDER
White holder with perspex
£1

CAPPUCCINO ADVERTS
Set of 3 different ad. photocopies
£1
* Not suitable for children under 3 years old
** The “one per member” availability no longer applies

CARPET MAT SET
Black tailored with red Cappuccino logo
£33

PRODUCT BROCHURE
A3 size 8 page Suzuki brochure
£3

GOLF UMBRELLA
Red umbrella with black Cappuccino logo
£15

PHOTOCARD
Inaugural SCORE postcard
£0.50

GLOVEBOX WALLET
Red 25 x 17cm document wallet
£7

TWEETERS
Clarion tweeters for the dashboard
£5

PRESS BROCHURE
A4 size 8 page Suzuki brochure
£3

VEHICLE SPECIFICATION LEAFLET
Technical and equipment data-sheet
£0.50

LIMITED EDITION SOUVENIR BOOK
30 x 30cm 18 page hardback - author: LJK Setright
£7.50
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SCORE Merchandise Order

Please photocopy this page to use as your order form
DISCLAIMER

All prices quoted are for SCORE Members only; non-SCORE Members should call or
email (contact details below) for merchandise choice and prices.
The advertised price includes packing and posting for UK Members. The cost of
postage will vary for Overseas Members: please call or email for information.
Name:

SCORE Membership Number:

Address:

Town/ City:
Postcode:
Country:
Telephone:
Email:

PLEASE LIST YOUR ORDER BELOW

ITEM(S) TO BE ORDERED

PRICE

QUANTITY
REQUIRED

VALUE OF
ORDER

TOTAL ORDER VALUE:

Sterling cheques to be made payable to “SCORE”
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SCORE Merchandise, 19 Hillside Drive, Cowbridge, Wales CF71 7EA
Telephone: +44 (0) 1446 771 208 Email: merchandise@score.org.uk

SCORE Press Store

Choose from over 70 Cappuccino Roadtest Reports

Thanks to the assistance of some SCORE members, we now have a comprehensive set
of photocopied Cappuccino roadtest reports from car magazines and newspapers
which are now available for sale.

Prices range from £0.50 - £5.00 depending on the length of the report and whether it
is in mono or colour. What follows is a selection of some of the 70+ roadtest reports
available to buy from the SCORE Press Store:

“Cheap Thrills”, Complete Car, September 1994 (10 pages colour) - £5.00
“5 go mad in Norfolk”, Performance Car, May 1994 (8 pages colour) - £4.00
“Bonzai Buzz Bombs”,Car, July 1993 (8 pages colour) - £4.00
“Game for a Laugh”, What Car, January 1994 (7 pages colour) - £3.50
“Blood Brothers”, Motor Cycle International 1994 (7 pages colour) - £3.50
“Going Topless”, Auto Express, March 1994 (7 pages colour) - £3.50
“Suzuki Cappuccino”, Autocar, January 1994 (6 pages colour) - £3.50
“Three Little Toys”, Top Gear, November 1993 (6 pages colour) - £3.00
“Not everyone’s cup”, MG Club Magazine, April 1994 (6 p. col.) - £3.00
“The Sprite Stuff”, Complete Car, March 1994 (4 pages colour) - £2.00
“Cafe Racer”, Car Week, December 1992 (4 pages colour) - £2.00
“Suzuki Cappuccino”, Car, September 1994 (4 pages colour/mono) - £1.50
“Treats from the East”, Sunday Times, January 1993 (1 page mono) - £1.00
“Motoring”, Country Life, February 1994 (1 page mono) - £0.50
“Sixth Gear”, Performance & Style, January 1995 (1 page mono) - £0.50

You can start to build an enviable collection of Cappuccino road test reports written
by established journalists/ motoring journalists like Jeremy Clarkson (who loved the
Cappuccino to bits!), LJK Setright, Frank Page, Matthew Gwyther, Frederic Manby and
Colin Goodwin. Please turn over for details how to order your roadtest reports.
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“Not only is it a surer crowd puller than anything on wheels this side of a Lambo, but like the best
classic sports cars, Cappuccino engenders a good-natured breed of envy.” Performance Car
“Suzuki followed the traditional British sports car recipe of front engine and rear wheel drive: the
fun element is there by the bucketload.” World Sports Cars

Buy the COMPLETE SET of roadtest reports for only £40 (or local currency) plus
postage costs (UK - £4; Overseas will vary*)

Buy the CAR MAGAZINE SET of roadtest reports for only £25 (or local currency)
plus postage costs (UK - £2.50; Overseas will vary*)

Buy INDIVIDUAL ROADTEST REPORTS from £0.50 to £5.00 by sending an A4 or
A5 size stamped addressed envelope to SCORE Press Store for a complete listing.
Sterling cheques to be made payable to “SCORE” and sent to the following address:
SCORE Press Store, 6 Blenheim Fields, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5EW

* Please note that Overseas Members must email their initial order to editor@score.org.uk to
find out the delivery costs to their country; payment to be made by bank transfer.

“The Cappuccino packs a punch that makes the Beat seem decidely downtempo.” Autocar

“Suzuki, Honda and Daihatsu have each created tiny open top speedsters and the best is the Suzuki
Cappuccino which rediscovers the MG magic of 34 years ago.” Motor Mail
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THE INSURANCE FACTORY
Exclusive motor insurance for SCORE members

- second car policies - modifications - limited mileage discount - excellent rates - other marques also included -

PLEASE CALL

0870 777 8181
We accept Visa, MasterCard, Switch and Solo

Our Yellow Peril Speedster
By Steph and Gary Goodare

Our yellow Cappo has been on a long boat ride across the Pacific Ocean, from where
we live in Edgecumbe, New Zealand all the way to Los Angeles, California! Alongside
another beast - a 32 Ford Roadster owned by hot rodder Casey Hill - we are off to
the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah hoping to create a new land speed record!

Please use these photos (shown above) of the cars being loaded into a container
before the Big Cruise. The first picture shows the cars all packed up being loaded into
the container for shipping. The second shows the yellow trailer built for transporting
the Cappa on the salt; it also serves as a ramp on the bigger trailer to hold our friend
Casey's car up off ours.
I promise you, Alex, a full report for your next magazine and thought you might like
to reproduce an article from a magazine to use now!
Bonneville speedsters

Edgecumbe woman Stephanie Goodare has never been to the United States before. She's
never raced a car before either. And she hasn't driven her 1992 Suzuki Cappuccino
convertible....commonly called a "coffee cup".... for nearly a year.

But today she and husband Gary and well-known Kawerau hot rodder Casey Hill are off
to the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah where Steph is hoping to create a new land speed
record in her cute little yellow and black roadster which also boasts a hardtop and a
targa top.

When the Goodares bought the car 18 months ago it was really for Gary to race. But they
struck a wee problem once the tiny Cappuccino had been modified for racing. Well,
actually, the problem wasn't that wee! Gary's a big man; six foot two in fact, and once a
roll cage had been installed in the car and he'd donned the compulsory fire suit and
helmet he just couldn't fit behind the wheel. "My head was poking up through the roll50

cage," he laughs. "So I had to find someone else to drive and I couldn't see the point of
getting someone outside the family so I asked Steph if she'd drive it and she didn't hesitate
to say 'yes please'. She's never raced cars before but she tells me that even when she was
only 14 years old she used to drive her father's Mark Four Zephyr and get up to 100mph.
So obviously as far as she's concerned driving at high speed is not a problem!"
Steph admits she's always liked fast cars and says she can't wait to get behind the wheel
of her "baby" again. And even though racing at Bonneville is going to be a whole new
experience for her she maintains she's not the slightest bit nervous.
"My father always brought us kids up with the philosophy that if you want to have a go
at something then you should do it. Don't just sit back and think about it; go out and
give it a go."

Steph and Gary say they learnt a valuable lesson about making the most of life eight
years ago when they were both involved in archery.

"Steph was selected to go to the World Archery Championships in Jakarta in 1995,"
recalls Gary, "and I tried to talk her out of going because I didn't think she'd had enough
experience. But she insisted she wanted to go because she might never get another
opportunity like it. So we both went to Jakarta and we'd only been home two weeks when
she ruptured a disc in her lower back, spent two weeks in hospital and is still on
painkillers eight years later. That was the end of her involvement with archery and it
made us realize that if you want to do something badly enough you should go out and do
it no matter what. That's why we bought the little Cappuccino. I'd got to know Casey
who's raced at Bonneville several times over the years and I decided I'd love to get a car
to race at the annual Speed Week over there in August 2003."
"I haven't done a lot to the engine since I got it but I've put a bigger after-market turbo
charger on the car and a bigger exhaust system and an after-market computer. We've now
got the car making 100 horsepower at the back wheels which is double the standard
horsepower and I'd like to think that at Bonneville it'll be able to do 140 miles an hour.
"That's 230 kilometres an hour and if I could get that out of it I'd be more than happy."

Both the Cappuccino....dubbed "The Yellow Peril" by the Goodares....and Casey's Model A
Roadster are already on their way to the States in a shipping container and will be
arriving in Los Angeles about the same time as their owners. For Casey it will be his
eighth time at the Bonneville Speed Week.
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For Casey it will be his eighth time at the Bonneville Speed Week. Last time he was
featured in ‘Auto Zone’ Magazine he'd just returned from his sixth visit in 1998 and he
went back again in 2001 where he established a record of 139 mph in the Blown Gas
Roadster class and then went on to raise it to 146 mph.

Besides the two Eastern Bay of Plenty cars, there are two other roadsters going to the 55th
Speed Week that runs from August 16th to 21st, one from Napier and the other from
Auckland. There's also a tour party of about a dozen supporters going over from
Tauranga and Casey says he wouldn't be surprised to see about a third of the Whakatane
Rod and Custom Club membership over there as well.
"A lot of the kiwis are working over in the States and you usually find about thirty or
forty turn up at the salt during Speed Week."

And for those enthusiasts not able to attend, you can always follow the results on the
internet on http://www.scta-bni.org

Casey says he hasn't made a lot of changes to his roadster since we last spoke to him
other than "pull it to pieces and give it a birthday in the sense of a good tidy up and a
sandblast and paint." The car's official race name is ‘Kiwi-A-Salt’ but because it was
bright yellow four years ago it was dubbed ‘The Little Yella Tractor’. Now however, it's
blue and black as well as yellow but he still refers to it fondly as "The Little Tractor."
He's also changed engine size this year, going down a class from F to G, which is a twolitre engine size.

"Dollar and cents wise it was more practical for me to run in a G Class where the speeds
are a little lower and I don't have to make so much power. Fortunately the engine I've
been using comes in a two-litre size so I don't have to change a lot of stuff. I've also tidied
up my turbo system and shifted it all under the hood and to that end I've got my
carburettor system working....just....and my turbo system's not quite working yet. Which
means I've got a little bit of work to do when I get on the ground the other end but that’s
normal for me!”
These days Bonneville Speed Week attracts more than 300 entrants and Casey says it's
getting more and more popular every year. He first went as a crew-member for the
previous owner of his car, former Whakatane car enthusiast Bill Ward, back in 1979.
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"But there are a few guys still going along who were there when it all started 55 years
ago. In those early days it was just a bunch of young guys who went there to run their
cars on the salt flats but over the years it's evolved into a family-orientated sport and it's
not uncommon to see women behind the wheel there now. It's the last amateur motor
sport in America and because it's holiday time over there it attracts crowds of spectators."
But while Casey knows what it's like to hurtle across the salt at over 100mph, Steph has
yet to find out in her Suzuki Cappuccino.

"With a land speed record you usually have a two-mile run up and then you're timed over
a mile after which you usually have at least two-miles to run down," explains Casey. “It's
very hard to find an unobstructed piece of land in this country where we can practise."

So Steph just has to try and remember the days when she used to take the Cappa to work,
but that was nearly a year ago now.
"It's taken nearly a year to prepare it for Bonneville," says Gary. "Our kids are all grownup now and they think we're nuts because it's cost so much money, but hey, we could be
dead tomorrow!"

We hope not Gary because we want you to come back and tell us all about Steph's
performance in "The Yellow Peril!" But after all that work isn't he frustrated that he can't
drive it himself in the land speed record attempts?

"No, not really. "My enjoyment comes from preparing the car and building the trailer for
it. I'm more than happy that Steph is driving it and I think a lot of blokes make a big mistake by not involving their wives more."
In any case, while Steph is busy psyching herself up for her racing debut, Gary hopes to
be out hunting for parts for his latest acquistion, a 1969 Ford Mercury Montego which he
plans to restore to its original condition!
Reproduced by kind permission of Auto Zone Magazine.
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Happy Cappy Birthday!
By Robert Austin

Well, I certainly had a Happy Cappy Birthday this
year (if you take a look at the photo, you might
even guess my age!). My girlfriend Nikkie,
presented me with this birthday cake in the shape
of the second love of my life. She had the cake
made by a shop in Leeds and we were so pleased
with the results it was very hard to cut into it, but
I eventually persuaded myself to do it and the cake
was absolutely delicious!

Nikkie's other Cappuccino project is a cross stitch of the front of my car with the
Cappuccino logo above it. It may be a few magazine issues before you see the results
of that as it is a rather huge project and could take some time. More later!

Happy Cappy Christmas!
By Peter Keyes

From the early press reports, we liked the look of the Cappuccino. This turned to the
desire to own one when we saw one at our local dealers. But we had two children, at
that time aged 8 and 12 - how could we justify our owning such a diminuitive and
impracticable car? Many times over the following years, nagging away, my wife Sally
would keep on saying, “One day I will have my Cappuccino!”

Then along came Christmas 1999 - the weather was dismal and so was my mood. I
just could not find an interesting present or two for Sally. Stuck for ideas for presents,
I’d just spent a dreary late December day trudging around the shops and decided to
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go home empty handed. The traffic was gridlocked so I had to take a long detour
which happened to take me past Levoi’s, Suzuki Dealer in Colchester. Just caught a
glimpse of a Cappuccino tucked away, dwarfed by a couple of Grand Vitaras. Seized by
a sudden idea, I parked and walked back. It was the first time I was seeing the Cappo
in the flesh and she looked quite butch and appealing (just as I like my women!).
Asking for more detail I soon found out that the Cappo had been taken in that day as
a PX for a Vitara; the previous owner had spent a small fortune on her for about a
year. I knew that I would be buying a Cappo sooner or later, so why not buy Sally one
for Christmas, I reasoned. That solved my problem for a present so I did a deal with
Alex Le Voi there and then. However another problem soon loomed - how to get it
serviced, cleaned and taxed AND find somewhere else to keep it until the big day. The
next day I returned with my daughter and one by one we went for short test drives;
we were both impressed so Beccy urged me on with the plan. I arranged storage at a
friend’s garage and everything was soon emough sorted, with the banker’s draft duly
given to Alex on Christmas Eve!
Before I locked her away (the car, not the wife or daughter), I removed the radio/ CD
face and wrapped in a series of ever larger boxes and tinsel, until it was big enough to
be seen under the Christmas tree. It looked a little lonely when compared to the huge
piles for the rest of the family.

Come Christmas morning and the great unwrapping. Sally was soon seen with “this
little bit of plastic with all its knobs and buttons” looking up and down the living
room, behind chairs, the settee and into cupboards. Asked what she was doing, Sally
replied, “Looking for the hi-fi set that goes with this remote”. (She is not very technical, you see). I said she had better take it with her when we go and see our friends
later in the morning for a Christmas drink. Of course she was waiting impatiently,
thinking now that it was a radio that had to go into the hi-fi and maybe she might
have to assemble it in full. At our friends’ home, she began searching around for other
‘bits’ as she had done at our place. Without further ado, we took her outside and
walked to the garage ignoring all the questions about kittens, hi-fi, clock radio, etc.
Unlocking the door, we got Sally to be the first inside and the silence was deafening.
Those who have had long exposure to Sally will know that it takes a lot to stop her
from talking. It passed my mind that it’s a pity it can be so expensive to achieve this
tranquil aural state! Then in a quiet voice, “He’s gone mad, what made him think, oh,
my legs have gone wobbly!” “Well,” I replied. “It was our Silver Anniversary earlier in
the year and why not celebrate our Silver Christmas in a Silver Cappuccino?!”
PS We soon found and joined SCORE. Went on our first National Rally in Yorkshire
(and other events since) and realised we’d done the right thing in every respect!
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Cappy Wedding Day
By Caroline Hermon

Finally I have moment to write to you at SCORE and fill you in on a little adventure
my Cappuccino had nearly two years ago (better late then never!!)

On May 26th 2001 Jason & I got married. Now anyone who is married or is planning
a wedding will know there is a lot to consider - flowers, invites, food etc etc etc.
I decided without a second thought that my Cappuccino was the only vehicle on the
road fit enough to take myself and my hubby away from the church!

My Mother came up with various objections such as ‘don't be silly dear, your dress
won't fit in it’ etc. however I had made my mind up so it was to be that we would
leave the church in my Cappo (the second love of my life - my hubby still doesn't
believe me he is the first!) So when looking for my wedding dress it had to fit certain
criteria but one of the important ones was ‘will it fit into my Cappo?’ as I had by this
stage told my Mother I'd get a dress to fit the car!!
Anyway May 26th came & my Cappo was looking absolutely superb, all polished (as
always) but with some gorgeous silver ribbon on it and she was loving every second
(of course Cappos have feelings too!)

When we drove away (topless obviously!) we were showered in confetti which to this
day I am still finding! Also my beloved brother had kindly attached some old cans on
the back with a ‘Just Married’ sign to finish it off.
Although I'd told some of my friends we would be using the Cappo as our wedding
car until the day I don't think a lot of them actually believed it so it got many a smile
and here are a few piccies of the 2 loves of my life.
Who said the Cappo was not suitable for wedding gear?!!
Happy Cappo Motoring everyone!!
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Heaven in a Cappuccino
By Dave Rawnsley

I first encountered the Cappuccino on Top Gear in the early nineties, it really fired my
imagination, it looked so beautiful and it was different, I knew I wanted one.

The real world intervened as it does and it was not until I started working at the
University of Manchester in 1996 that I encountered the Cappuccino again. Working
at the Computing Centre meant many hours surfing the fledgling World Wide Web
and one link led to another which led me to find SCORE. The SCORE website became
one of my favourite links and I started to dream of owning my own Cappo, however,
the right car never came up at the right price or the right time.

In January of this year my home was broken into, my car keys were taken and my
Fiesta was driven away (I'd love to know what happened to it, it has never been
recovered). I had to buy a new car but I was getting married later in the year, I had to
think practical so I resigned myself to looking for a Ford Focus, I found the details of a
few cars on the web and the next day my fiancée Anne and myself set off for a day of
looking at Fords.

The first car-lot we walked into in Stockport amazed me, there right in front of us was
a beautiful Cappuccino, this was the first time Anne had ever seen one and I could
tell she loved it too. I asked to take a look in it and it was in good condition, years of
reading the SCORE website told me what to look for.

But, I had made my mind up to be practical, it was a Focus for me, I asked about the
car we were interested in but it had already been sold. "Never mind, you might see me
back later for that Cappuccino," I told the salesman in jest.
We spent the rest of the day trying to avoiding pushy salesmen and getting more and
more bored of looking at cars, none of which were just right. Anne turned to me at
about 3pm and said, "You want that Cappuccino don't you, I can tell. Come on let’s
go back and have another look". I love that woman so much!

Disaster! When we got back to the car-lot the Cappuccino was not there; we asked
the salesman what had happened and he said a customer had taken it for a test drive
and was very interested. We waited in the sales office and when the customer came
back we could overhear them haggling over a price, umming and aaahing. This
Cappuccino did not deserve to be haggled over, I went outside to another salesman
and told him we would over the full asking price in cash, but, he was an honest salesman, he said we could not gazump the sale, but we could take the car for a drive and
if nothing had been settled by the time we got back he would see what he could do.
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We drove the car, it was wonderful, I was hooked, I had to have it, I took it back to
the car-lot fearing the worst, it would have been sold and I would never see it again.
The salesman came over to us. From the expression on his face it looked like bad
news, he spoke - "Give us a down payment of £500 and its your’s". I was so happy
and have been ever since.
You can keep your BMW's and your Mercedes, give me a Cappo, a clear day and a
winding road and I'm in heaven!

Coincidence or what?
By Ian Norris

I came across my Cappa in June of last summer.

I had to go to Essex to take my son to Basildon hospital for a small op. We park in
the car park. As I was walking though the cars over to the hospital I passed by a red
Cappa and thought what a lovely little car although not very practical with six kids.

Anyway on my way back to Norfolk I bought an Auto Trader mag; when looking I see
a silver Cappa for sale near Cambridge, so thought what the hell I go and have a look.
I rang the guy who funny enough was called Ian, made arrangements to go and see
it. When I get there I was chatting to this Ian who turned out to be a hairdresser
(same as myself) and the other funny thing: he had just bought his wife a Ka collection and so had I.
Any way I took the Cappa for a drive, fell in love ,went to the bank and then had to
go home to face the wife. The Cappa has pride of place in my garage and it has been
more often than I thought, enjoying the spring and summer drives!
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Keeping it in the family
By Lee Nicholls

I'm an alien to the world of the Cappo, having only recently encountered them first
hand through my partner, who owns a lovely little red one as her everyday car. But I
am a similar kindred spirit of the open top/targa Japanese performance car, driving a
silver Nissan 300ZX Twin Turbo which has earned it the nickname "Damien" just from
being very frightening (automatic gearbox, twin turbo, roundabouts, wet roads and
*no* traction control.. with 340bhp at the rear wheels you can guess what happens a
lot!!). I'd been going through my own owners club details and getting my place
sorted for the Japanese Auto Extravaganza at Billing in July, which since buying my ZX
I've not missed yet... and surprise surprise there's the entry for SCORE. At this time
we're coming up to an anniversary of sorts! So knowing how much she *adores* her
Cappo I thought I'd give her a nice present: full membership to SCORE and some bits
of merchandise from the shop. All of which have gone down extremely well, and soon
put a big smile on her face.
To be honest I'm a bit jealous! The SCORE shop is far far better for club merchandise
than anything we have in the ZX club. Was hugely impressed by the quality of the
magazine, and the obvious club spirit demonstrated from the articles in it. You clearly
show your passion for your cars. The ZX club has massive community spirit as well,
but very little on the merchandise side!

They actually look quite nice on the drive way together as well.. Silver ZX and red
Cappo. Trying to convince her that we should now do a proper "his n' hers" set, I'll get
myself a silver Cappo to match the ZX, and she can have a short wheel base normally
aspirated ZX in red! Probably very tacky but would be interesting!
Thinking about it they're similar cars, with the ZX being quite a heavily scaled up
Cappuccino, both Japanese, both rear wheel drive, both convertible in some way
(with the ZX being a T-bar), both have turbo's..

Handling characteristics are very similar as well, both twitchy when wet, the ZX is
much faster and more powerful, but that's pretty much evened out in handling terms
with the extra weight!

So.. you've pretty much got one new member and a new "hanger-on" by association!
Well done to all those who put the club together and run it, and to all the members
contributing, you've really got something to be proud of! Also thanks for making Vicky
very excited at being a member now!
Lee Nicholls (ZX) & Vicky Terry (Cappo)
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Fun by the mile
By Paul Hope

I am a car nut. Simple. I read more magazines than is healthy. I know my car stats
better than I know the birthdays of my family members. My girlfriend despairs. Nearly
all my conversations end up with cars being the main topic. I met some of my best
mates through a common obsession with cars. What is the bhp of a BMW M3 Evo?
Simple - 321bhp. What is the 0-100 of a Macca? Easy - 6.3 seconds.
The thing is until very recently I was a student, and in contrast to the perception of
students, I was strapped for cash. This meant that for the last four years there has
been a car shaped gap in my life. When I went to uni I had to sell my beloved Nova
that had been my pride and joy. So I had spent a lot of time wondering what I would
buy when the time came, and I had some money to buy a car. I am a purist when it
comes to cars, if you forget about values for a moment I would rather have a Lotus
Elise than a Nissan Skyline, rather have a GT3 than a Turbo or GT2. Don't get me
wrong - I appreciate and love luxury cars, a close friend of mine has a BMW 840 and
it is truly an impressive beast, as well as being comfortable, fast and refined, the level
of engineering is truly obsessive - yet I would never buy one. I prefer something that
is more focused on driving fun, that knows what it's purpose is and stays close to
that ideal.

So here I am, just about to finish uni, and suddenly the devil takes hold of me. This
hit me in the middle of my finals. I was pretty sure that I would be earning as soon as
my exams were over, and thought that it was a good idea to get a loan and start
looking to buy a car between the two most important exams of my life. It’s quite
amazing that I did not bomb out on a few exams because of this, and the fact that in
the days leading up to my exams I was at the Ferrari Owners Club, and the pub. But
what car do I buy?
Well this is a thing that I had given much thought to. There were a few criteria that I
wanted my car to meet. Make that a lot of criteria, and I wanted a car that would
meet all of them. I suppose I am just greedy. Having had recent contact with a
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Boxter S I was convinced that I wanted a convertible if possible. I also wanted a car
that was rear wheel drive, fast, reliable, great handling, light, and as cheap to tax and
insure as a car which meets all of the above can be. I wanted (and still do want) an
Elise, but it is way out of my price range, and insurance for someone of my age is horrendous. So the Cappuccino it was. I had always liked them, and remember reading
about them in magazines when they first went on sale here in the UK. My girlfriend
has also loved them for a long time, and with approval from the other half for such an
impractical sports car I thought it would be rude not to.

The next step was to have a look around one, drive it and see whether I liked it. I
found a garage about an hour away and went along to check it out. This particular
example was a little tatty, but I loved the car and the design. Then I drove it and was
hooked. I took it on a spirited drive along some twisty country lanes. It felt so nimble
and mechanically strong, and it's lack on inertia reminded me of driving the Elise. Then
I hit a nasty mid-corner bump and the car jumped sideways. Needless to say that,
unlike me, the lady who was accompanying me on the test drive was not too
impressed. My mind made up, all I needed to do now was find a nice example.

After searching for a couple of weeks I eventually drew up a shortlist of four cars that
I wanted to view. The route to see them seemed to take me around half of England.
After seeing the first three cars I was disillusioned. They had all been tatty, rusty
heaps and I was beginning to wonder whether I would find a nice one at all. I was not
even sure whether to bother going to see the last one, as it meant travelling another
hour further away from home. I am glad that I did though. The car was the best one
that I had seen. After clearing HPI and DVLA checks I made an offer and secured the
car for a very reasonable price. A week later I found myself travelling up to
Manchester with a couple of friends, and driving back down in L82 LEC with a stupid
grin etched on my face. The start of a beautiful Cappuccino relationship.
We stopped for pub food on the way home and I parked the Capp right next to our
table outside the front of the pub. While we were waiting for our meal to come I had
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a play with the roof and figured out how to lower and raise the back window, without
popping the rubber seal out - so THAT's what the black catch is for! Needless to say
that fitting the three panels into the boot took a little while longer to master. The
long journey home down the M6 was more comfortable than I had imagined it would
be.
Whilst driving the car to a friend's house in Loughborough, only a few hours after
picking it up, I was on the receiving end of a load of drunken suggestions about the
sexuality of the car. I prayed that I wouldn't have to put up with this all the time.

The next day I took it along to Santa Pod Raceway. Myself and a group of friends all
took our cars to the RWYB ('Run what you brung') event. Keeping the Capp company
was a BMW M3 Evo, a Scooby turbo and a BMW 840i. The boys in the M3 and the
Scooby are brothers and naturally wanted to race each other (M3:one - Scooby:nil).
This left me to pit my little beast against the might of the four litre V8 BMW; and
though this was preferable to racing the other two cars, as we lined up on startline
both myself and the crowd were wondering how much of a pasting I would get.

Reeeeed, Yellooooow - Green! With just enough revs I took off from the startline with
a chirp from the tyres, the big BM was left floundering, an unhappy result of all that
weight and an automatic gearbox. Into second and I was still pulling away, and it
wasn't until about half way down the quarter mile that the BMW finally made use of
all it's grunt to catch and pass me, triggering the timer about a second before me.
Unfortunately I cannot remember what the time was, but what I do know is that the
crowd in the Grandstands gave me a standing ovation, and that the 'Silly little bike
engined girly car' Cappuccino gained a lot of respect. My second run down the strip
was blighted by too much wheel spin at the start and by the aircon being on, but the
Cappuccino had done the business and I had lots of fun ribbing my mate who owns
the BMW.

Coming home on country roads all the way home from Northampton, my passenger
was smiling nearly as much as me. As we were getting closer to home I noticed a
grinding noise from the disc behind me. Time to go easy on the brakes. There was just
time for one last bit of tail out fun (enjoyed not only by my passenger but the bloke
on the other end of his phone too) before the Capp was put to bed for the night. I
was now very worried. Had I killed it after only one day? Had I bought a duff one? Am
I am idiot? Should I have bought a Fiesta? Probably…..
The next day I inspected the pads. Hardly worn on the left side of the car and hardly
anything left on the right. This was strange. Then after a short drive someone
happened to notice heat coming from the left rear wheel: a caliper was sticking.
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Thankfully I didn't have to rely on the car for transport, as Uni was a short walk away.
Over the next few days I sourced some pads and then took the car round to my girlfriend's parents' house, as her dad (Glenn) is my Patron Saint of cars. We changed the
pads and got the piston moving, thinking that it had just seized after being sat for a
while whilst the car was being sold.

Over the next few weeks I enjoyed the car in the hot weather and got to know it a bit
better, I had the cambelt, alternator belt and aircon belt changed at a local garage I
have used for years. I was constantly worried that the car was going to go wrong, and
only now, after two months, am I starting to trust the car (OK - so I am still scared to
death).
This was paranoia fueled by the realization that if something went wrong I could not
afford to fix it. However I had noticed for certain that the caliper had started to stick
again. By this time I was about to start a new job, which required a 25 mile commute,
mostly on the M1. I was not too bothered about the caliper though, as it didn't seem
to be causing any problems apart from cooking the wheel a bit. The car was driven to
work and back in this state for two weeks, before a run to the Chinese takeaway
proved too much for it. I blame the extra weight of the prawn crackers, as the car was
fine on the way to the Chinese, but the disc with the sticky caliper made grim noises
as soon as the food was aboard.
Apart from these problems with the brakes, and an occasional leak onto my right leg,
Cappuccino ownership has so far been great fun. I am looking forward to running the
car, and hope that it keeps putting that smile on my face, and am looking forward to
getting involved with fellow enthusiasts within this club. For those who don't know, I
am the regional rep for Leicestershire, Nottingham and Rutland - so members in this
county please drop me a line. I look forward to meeting you.
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Talking patience and patients
By Pauline Bissett

So, what took us so long? That is the question we keep asking ourselves as fairly new
Cappuccino owners. First saw Cappa about 5 years ago while out shopping with my
daughter. "What's that?" I asked as we spotted a little silver beauty in the car park.
Rachel knew and gave me all the details about this dinky little car.

Last year, following a promotion, I was having a discussion with my husband who
was lecturing me for not doing anything for myself. I listened dutifully and then said
"OK then. If you mean it, I have always wanted a sports car, something frivolous and
totally impractical." And so the search was on! I looked at all sorts of things but knew
they weren't right. I'm only a little person and they were all too big. Although a
convertible was appealing I have never really wanted a soft top. "I know" I thought,
"that little car I saw in the car park! That's what I want!"

So, where to start? Rachel egged me on and we started on the SCORE website. I didn't
have much luck as we seemed to miss anything that was suitable. We found a red
one in a little garage out in the wilds of Somerset and went to see it. It was not in
good condition but I test drove it and from that moment the love affair began.
Apologies to all you proud owners of red Cappas but I also knew that I really wanted
a silver one!

I made a multitude of phone calls and sent loads of e-mails. One perfect specimen,
close to Reading was sold almost moments before I made contact. I was beginning to
despair. We went away for a short while and, when we got back, there was a message
from someone I had contacted previously, leaving a message on their answerphone.
Embarrassingly, I had forgotten at that stage which Cappa it was, so I phoned the
number and confessed all! It was a silver one and not all that far away, over the bridge
in Wales. We arranged to see it the following day and the deal was struck. I now
understand why the previous owner cried as I drove her away!

We have been inseparable for nearly a year now. She takes me to work each day and
has improved my relationship with my patients no end! I am Chief Executive of a
treatment centre for addictions and the patients are keen to chat and find out about
"the funny little car". My street cred has risen loads! What else can I say? She's not
perfect and has the odd blemish on her little body, but haven't we all!! She is speedy
and fun. Weekends see us with the roof off whenever possible, making towards a
country pub. What better way to relax.
Move over husband…your rival has arrived!
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Driven to Perfection
Suzuki Cappuccino Larini ‘Standard’ Exhaust System

£235 + VAT

Suzuki Cappuccino Larini ‘Sports’ Exhaust System

£245 + VAT

Our exhaust systems are constructed using aircraft grade
T.304 Stainless Steel and feature chromium polished tail pipes.
Every Larini exhaust system is supported by the
Larini Systems Lifetime Warranty

Please call

0870 777 9060
or visit our website

www.larinisystems.com
Prices correct at time of press (09/2003)
Larini Systems reserve the right to amend prices without notice.

Flying Cappo Capers
By Tony Cowan

Thought you might like to feature my Cappo at Teeside International Airport.

The two aircraft are a Jetstream belonging to Eastern Airways and the BN Islander
that is operated by the NE Police Air Support Unit.

Both Ann and I have been “flying topless” in our car, enjoying the superbly narrow
and bendy country roads that have been designed specially for the Cappuccino up
here in County Durham!
All the best!

The Most Expensive Filter Ever!
By Stuart Mills

Before my wife and I had our Capp we had a Suzuki Samurai which we bought eleven
months before. On my weekly inspection of the 4x4 I noticed that the fuel filter was
starting to leak a little bit so that weekend we popped up to our local dealer. As we
approached the forecourt my wife spotted the Capp. She had always wanted one and
there it was sparkling away under the sun light. I said to my wife I was just going into
buy the fuel filter and I asked her if she wanted to come into the parts department.
She replied she’d just have a look at the cars. After having a chat to the parts guys
about various extras that they could supply on the 4x4 and purchasing the fuel pump
I proceeded through the showroom to meet my wife. When I got to the end of the
Suzuki showroom I found my wife talking to the sales man who we bought the 4x4
from. When I sat down next to my wife she had a funny look on her face; after a few
seconds it had suddenly dawned on me what she had done as the salesman said I will
just get the plates so you can take it out. As soon as she had sat inside the Capp
without even starting it up I knew it was sold and sure enough she bought it. Five
years on and we’ve still not regretted the decision she made and it has cost hardly a
penny to run. But if I ever have to go into a dealership again I always make sure my
wife is either at home or by my side.
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One Picture Speaks 1000 Words
By Ian Linden

IAC Valve De-gunking

My finger indicates the hose to
disconnect and into which to spray,
with the engine idling.

Engine Starter Button
By Philip Lee

I quite fancied the idea, given I had missed the era when starter buttons were
common in cars before the new-fangled, do it all, ignition barrel appeared. Besides,
the Cappuccino is a sports car, and needed to be started like one…

So what follows is a little guide on how to install one. There are actually a few kits to
buy these days. I bought the Richbrook Pro-Start model, which includes an LED light
so the instructions are for that particular kit.
The kit was promptly delivered and consisted of the starter button, a relay and some
connectors. The wiring was already attached to the appropriate parts of the kit.
Careful reading of the instructions then occurred…a few times !

Before installing the button, I had to consider the connection points. Physically, the
starter motor and alternator are difficult to reach in the Cappuccino engine bay. I
quickly realised alternative connection points were required. Besides, my hands were
getting pretty scratched up by now…

Towards the bottom left of the engine bay there are a set of harnesses. These feed the
wiring loom throughout the rest of the engine bay so would be an ideal point to connect the wires.
So how to connect…? Just turn the page...!
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I knew that splicing into the wire would be okay, but Adrian Furniss suggested a very
elegant solution. Find a set of harnesses from a scrapped Cappuccino and cut free the
two corresponding halves (male & female) with about 5cm of the wire bundles. Solder
the two halves, wire-for-wire, back-to-back, splicing in the new wires as appropriate.
Insulate the bundles and then the 'splice assembly' can be inserted between the
original harness connectors. The original harness assembly remains unmolested.
Excellent in theory but due to the rarity of the Cappuccino, a spare harness could not
be found, therefore splicing into the original harness would be my route.
There are 3 particular wires on the car that need to be identified for the starter
button:

First one is the Alternator light switch White/Red. This will control the button
LED to turn off, once the car is started.

Second is the starter motor solenoid Black/Yellow. This will engage the starter
motor when the button is pressed.

To make a splice, I carefully sliced open
some of the insulation to reveal the core.
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I used a cutting from the corresponding
wire in the kit that is to be connected to
it. I used blade connectors for the
connections points, although in hindsight,
bullet connectors would have been better.
This was repeated with both wires and so
ended up with the dangling female connections.

Third is the IG (or 1G for cappuccino) wire. This is so
that the button will only operate when the key is in
the second position. A problem here is that the
Cappuccino manual states a Black/Blue wire, which
becomes a Black/White wire after the fuse. I could not
see a Black/Blue wire coming from the ignition switch.
Having removed the steering column surround, I
found the IG wire at the back of the ignition barrel,
and this turned out to be a Black/White wire so I'm
not sure where the Black/Blue comes into it.I followed
the IG wire down and spliced into it.
Now where to place the button...?
Replace the Cigarette lighter? But this is actually a
useful power source. Hidden inside the ash tray? But
no-one can see it there. In the end, I decided to place
the button just to the left of the steering column. It’s
quite thin plastic and there's lots of room behind it
for the button wires. I used this particular stepped
drill bit, very handy for making holes.

A hole promptly appeared. The button wires were
pushed through and the button fixed in place.
Important Note: Do this before connecting anything
up. At this point I noticed that the alternator light
wire from the button, was not long enough to
connect to the spliced wire in the engine bay. You can
extend with the same colour wire, or bodge it like me
and cut some off a wire with surplus length. Passing
the wires through the grommet into the engine bay
was particularly tricky. I managed it by using a small screwdriver to push the wires through but no doubt
there's a special tool to make this easier. Because of this I located the relay inside the car and not in the
engine bay as instructed. This is so that I only have to pass 2 wires through the grommet rather than 3,
plus it keeps all the main kit inside the car. Then it's only a matter of connecting up all the wires as per the
instructions. The earth point was by the drivers footwell, behind the panel where the speaker lurks.
And voila! one starter button. Please turn the page over... the last piece of advice!
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After thoughts:

Due to the slight curvature of the dashboard, the button does not sit exactly flush. I
just bent the red ring and left it at that, which isn't too bad. A way to neaten this up
would be to find some tubing, 19.5mm in diameter and slice a bit off. Then in profile
cut a curve that matches the curvature of the dash. Place this between the dash and
button and the button would sit slightly proud but flat.
If it's possible to identify the two spliced wires in the engine bay in the wiring loom
inside the car, then the complete kit could be fitted without the need to go through
the grommet. This would also mean the alternator light wire would be long enough.
At the moment, the engine will still start if the key was used as normal. I think its
possible to disable this by disconnecting the ST wire. However, I cannot see which
wire that would be, either from the Cappuccino manual or physically looking. But
then again I'm not sure if doing this would work….

Anybody with immobilisers may find that the button will start the car, even though
the immobiliser was on.

SCORE CLASSIFIED
Charles Trent is pleased to have available to SCORE
members an L plated Cappuccino that will be
broken up for parts.
It is dark green with offside rear damage; rest of the
bodywork is in very good condition; driven 35000 miles.
All parts come with at least 3 months’ warranty.
Next day delivery - all major credit/ debit cards accepted.

Please call +44 (0)1202 744 194

There is an automated answer machine so please select Option 1

Or email ollie@ctrent.co.uk
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Cover Systems Feature

A SCORE Advertorial written in conjunction with a few Members

Cover Systems has been closely linked with SCORE since the start of the club.

Based in Rushden, the company produces covers - external and internal - for all types
of cars, motor cycles and caravans.

In 1996 Cover Systems designed special car covers for the Suzuki Cappuccino: one for
outdoor use and another for in-garage use. Take-up within SCORE has been good and
here are some members’ comments about their purchase:

Paul Treby joined SCORE earlier in 2003 and bought an in-garage cover for his
Cappuccino. “It fits like a glove,” he quotes. “And much needed as now the Cappo is a
second car and left in the garage during the week it gathers dust and dirt. Now I just
wash my Cappo, ensuring it’s well dry before putting the cover on. Even putting the cover
on is a dream.”

Mike Roberts has been with SCORE since 1996 and had to buy an outdoor car cover.
“I am really pleased with my purchase especially during the hard winters we have had,
saving much time in scraping the ice from the glass area! I was impressed with the very
efficient turn-around in my order, like next day!”

Tony Jennings liked the cover he bought for his Cappuccino so much (an in-garage
version) that he purchased three others for the rest of his “fleet”. “What I particularly
liked about them was the way they did not charge my credit card until the goods were
delivered. Also a nice touch that there is a consideration for the aerial in the cover
design.”
An outdoor cover costs £94 and an in-garage cover costs £67 - prices include VAT
and UK delivery, please call Cover Systems for prices of overseas delivery.

More recently Cover Systems have developed Cappuccino roof storage bags - useful if
you have lost one (or all 3). Suzuki no longer manufacture these bags so you can now
have the quality and good value from Cover Systems.
You can purchase a car cover or roof storage bags for your Cappuccino by calling
Cover Systems on +44 (0)1933 410 851 and quote CAP before you place your order!
Most credit and debit cards are accepted. Any written order needs to have a cheque
made payable to “Cover Systems” and sent to Cover Systems (CAP), 49 Grove Road,
Rushden NN10 0YD
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A New Intercooler?
By Murray Betts

Via the website many owners have expressed an interest to increase the performance
of their car by modifying the boost control system, or fitting different Engine
Management systems with new Turbochargers and Injectors.

Increasing the Turbocharger boost inevitably increases the temperature of the air being
supplied to the Engine. To maintain performance and to protect the reliability and
durability of the Engine, it is necessary to cool this air to an acceptable temperature.
This is usually assumed to be around 60degC maximum.
The standard Intercooler on the Cappuccino works entirely satisfactorily on a standard
car, for which it was designed and developed. Larger Intercoolers are available from
various sources; these are usually mounted in front of the cooling pack, and require
some work to route the pipe-work back to the Engine.
From the online discussions and input from members, a reputable heat exchanger
company - BHM Compak Radiators - was approached to consider producing an
alternative Intercooler that will provide extra cooling capability suitable for road use
with increased boost levels.

The resulting cooler, after some trials and real-world measurements, has been
developed to offer an improved cooling performance and to fit essentially in the
standard position and requires no modification to the Car. The standard hoses are
used, and the standard Intercooler can be re-fitted at a later time with no evidence of
modification. This Intercooler should be suitable for boost levels up to at least 1Bar,
at which the air to the Engine at maximum power will be up to about 12degC lower
than with a standard cooler. The pressure drop is the same as for the standard
Intercooler.

The new Intercooler is also suggested for road use in high ambient temperatures;
measurements indicate that at 1Bar boost, the charge-air cooling should be
satisfactory up to about 34degC ambient.
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A more detailed account of the development of the new Intercooler can be viewed in
the Photo Album section of the SCORE website.
CONCLUSIONS

See this new Intercooler not just as a “bolt-on” performance boost, but a reliability
and longevity enhancement - what you are really getting is an Intercooler that allows
the rest of the system to give its best while giving the engine as easy a life as you can
(within reason of course).
HOW TO ORDER

This new Intercooler is manufactured to order by: BHM Compak Radiators,
Common Lane Industrial Estate,
Kenilworth, Warwickshire, CV8 2EL, England
Tel & Fax +44 (0)1926 511304
e-mail Klaassen632@hotmail.com

The price is £160 + VAT (where applicable) + P&P.

Their preferred method is by TELEPHONE, with payment by CREDIT CARD. Alternative
contact or payment methods should be arranged with BHM.
For orders from outside the UK you may contact BHM Compak initially by e-mail.
BHM Compak will give details of ordering, P&P, and lead-time.
DISCLAIMER

Please note that BHM Compak supplies the Intercooler, and your contract will be with
them. This product is not guaranteed by SCORE or any individual member.
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From the Web Forums

Useful advice and suggestions from the SCORE Website
Question from Frank Rice:

As always I thoroughly enjoy the Latest SCORE Magazine and most heartily endorse
Ronald Schneider's comments about working in the footwells especially so if you
suffer from cramp and are into free TV licence country (like me!). My problem has
been to get into the instrument panel to pick up "lights" switched power for a digital
clock. I have a service manual but the convoluted exploded diagram of the panel looks
as if it were drawn by a Japanese draughtsman after too many swigs at the Saki! It
gives no clue as to the order in which to proceed - only the bland instruction
"remove/ install instrument panel by referring to figure 1".Can anybody advise me?
Ian Linden:

I would say don't remove the instrument panel. Instead, refer to Page 3C-2 to get at
the combination light switch, and to page 8-24 for the wiring associated with
switched lighting. What you want to do is tap into the R/Y (red-with-yellow-tracer)
conductor leading from the switch. All the other conductors to/from the switch are
differently coloured, so error is not possible..... Although I have not done this myself,
I expect it is much more accessible than getting at the other end of the wire which
supplies the meter illumination.
Adam Jarvis:

I managed to get mine 99% off The only thing that gave me grief was the heated rear
window switch, no plug in the back of it so had to work around it. The reason I
wanted the instrument out was to remove my ABS bulb, turned out that you can put
your hand right up behind the panels and screw out the bulb without removing anything; naturally I only figured this out after my Dash was in bits and my knuckles
were sore. If you only need a light feed it would be easier to use Ian’s idea - I used
this when I picked up a light feed for my Boost Gauge.
Brendan Molony:

It is possible to go the other 1% if you really want to... About two or three inches
from the back of the switch is a connector, this normally tends to catch on the metalwork preventing you from moving the dash panel any more forward on the little slack
that exists on the cable between the connections. The same applies to the connector
used for the rear fog light which also exists on imported cars behind the blanking
panel (I fitted a UK spec switch to my import a few years ago). The trick is to remove
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the plastic shroud around the steering column, run your hand up underneath,
disconnect the connectors and then remove the dash. Reconnecting the switches can
be a bigger problem if you have not pulled the loom connectors through the front of
the holes as you will find it almost impossible to join them again. Ian's is the normal
recommended route for adding connections as it is easier to do, though you still need
to be able to work upside down.
Question from Steve Lewis:

Timing belt change - has anyone done this themselves? I've got an uprated belt
(Suzuki Sport) to put on but don't trust any garage near me to do the job - trouble is
that I trust myself even less. Has anyone got concise instructions?
Ian Linden

It’s not difficult, apart from moving the nut which secures the belt pulley wheel on
the crankshaft. Holding the wheel still is the trick. I used a large version of the "rubber
strap jam-jar opener thingy", but there is a special purpose one for v-belt pulleys
(about £20). I just followed the instructions in the manual (it’s very concise!), except
for removing the front stabiliser bush mounting bolts - it didn't seem necessary.
One tip - move the camshafts as little as possible. It seems to empty the hydraulic
tappets, and the clatter when I restarted the engine convinced me I'd got it all wrong.
I hadn't, but it took a few miles for them to quieten down. Another tip - you need to
slacken the alternator belt to get it off. I found I needed to buy a ratchet ring spanner
for that job. I had the front wheels up on mini ramps - that seemed to give the best
compromise for access underneath, and not having to bend over too much when
working from above. I'd say DIY is well worth it for this one.
Greg Stewart:

The “special purpose one for v-belt pulleys” is a a "strap wrench". DIY is all about
having the guts to try something new. If you feel confident, go for it. It's always good
to learn new things (and save money and have peace of mind).
Adam Jarvis:

As long as you markup all the pulleys and make sure they line up when refitting you
shouldn’t have any problems. Is there an automatic tensioner for the belt or is it
adjusted manually?
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David Stanton:

This is the first job I carried out on the car when I bought it 4 years ago and I'll be
doing it again next year. The trick whenever replacing a cam belt is never to allow the
cam shaft to turn when the belt is off. A tool can be used that clamps the shafts in
place, although I have never used it in the Capp, and it’s particularly helpful for twin
cams. Whilst changing the belt I'd take the opportunity to change the alternator and
air con belts, as you have to slacken them off anyway.
Delwyn Vaughan-Jones:

Our Cappuccino is 8 years old with 34,000 miles - do you think I should change the
cambelt now? I'd be grateful for any opinions.
Philip Lee:

Service manual suggests 5 years or 48k miles (I think) so as a precaution I think you
should.
Ian Linden:

Phil is dead right. You're on borrowed time. If it breaks....
Murray Betts:

If you can do it yourself, the cost is trivial in real terms, and broken cambelts are not
nice, so it'd be a good "peace of mind" investment if nothing else. I'd recommend you
only use the original equipment belt (i.e. from Suzuki); there have been cases of very
short life with "pattern" belts on some engines - tooth detail is critical for proper
durability. Why not change the coolant while you're about it? It's another thing often
neglected, along with brake fluid change. Hey, I can spend other peoples' money, no
problem!
Deryl Vaughan-Jones

Thanks everyone for all your advice - I'm going to change it very soon! Any other tips
to add to Ian Linden's helpful posting on this task? I've done lots of service stuff on
various cars and bikes but I haven't changed a cambelt before. I don't really want to
pay the local Suzuki dealer £127 for the job and would rather be sure it's done
properly by doing it myself.
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Adventuring with Nitrous

The start of a “big thing” with Adam Jarvis and his Cappuccino!

It all started with an innocent yet intriguing question on the SCORE website from
Adam Jarvis and then the the follow-up messages literally flooded in:
“Has anyone thought of fitting the Cap with some laughing gas? The only reason I
thought of it is because it is a fraction of the cost that you would pay for the ecu/big
turbo from IRS. I would’ve thought that something like 25 bhp would be sufficient.”
From Philip Lee

With nitrous, you still have the problems associated with the ECU fueling correctly.
Nitrous oxide carries more oxygen than air (colder/denser and per volume), therefore
it can help create more 'power'. But you still need the correct amount of fuel to mix
and burn with the oxygen, to prevent meltdown. Along with the associated injectors
and fuel pumps supplying enough fuel of course. Whether the standard setup can be
altered to cope, I've no idea but would seem doubtful. There's probably a lot more to
it than I know about. However don't let that put you off, anything can be done given
time and money.
From Adam Jarvis:

What can I say? I have to be different! I was thinking of Nitrous and then getting her
Chipped to sort out the fuelling etc, I’m even thinking of getting it chipped now just
to get her sorted and get some economy. I know of cars with Nitrous with no other
alterations at all to the fuelling and they seem fine, some kits come with an extra fuel
injector to increase the fuelling but I believe this is only needed if you go for big bhp
increases. I would have thought that this would be a better route than the bigger
turbo as it would not increase the compression which causes the melted pistons etc.
It’s either that or I wonder what other engines will fit under the bonnet?
From Rik Appleby:

Sacrilege! Wash your mouth out with soap young man! Why could you possibly want
another engine? The one you have is a beauty. Write 300 lines as a punishment... "I
will not look to change the engine of a Cappuccino as it is just great the way it is"
From Greg Stewart:

I agree with Rik though, tuning is part of the fun of owning a Cappo. As for the N2O,
I think it would definitely be fun , but would probably end in disaster in the form of
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melted metal bits. Good excuse to fit a new engine though, whatever the type.
From Ian Linden:

I don't think I want to fit N2O injection, but, having read the link that Greg posted,
it’s a very interesting design study. It looks like you really need a control system that
will only allow the solenoids to open if the revs are high. Maybe a revs operated
switch, a clutch-engaged switch (so you stop squirting when changing gear) and the
WOT switch in series would do it. Plus a master switch to enable it in the first place.
On second thoughts, should it be linked to a Radar/Laser detector as well?
From Adam Jarvis:

You would have a main primer switch on the dash or similar and then a switch on the
throttle so it would only cut in on full throttle so no cutting in accidently when
cornering etc or changing gears, or if you don’t want it all you need to do is turn off
the main primer switch. It is looking very good at the mo and at a fraction of the cost
of the big turbo etc, but the big question is still...where can you fit the bottle????
From Ian Linden:

I take the point that you lift off the throttle when changing gear, so no need for a
clutch switch, but you must have a revs switch - you could destroy the engine if you
inject at low revs. Could the bottle go in the pax footwell, instead of the flare? Or
maybe you could have a number of parallelled small ones under the seats?
From Adam Jarvis:

You can get a progressive controller for NOS so you can set it to say inject 20% at a
low rev range and then 70% at mid range and then 100% at high revs. I too thought
passenger footwell and actually in the seat, ‘Fast and Furious’ style. But I thought it
may be awkward to get to under/in the seat. But I’ll try anything once, so would you
agree that this would be a cheaper alternative than the bigger turbo etc? It will also
be easier to remove if needed.
From Ian Linden:

For refuelling, you wouldn't want to disturb the bottles, so you'd need a top up point
with shut-off valve. The progressive controller sounds good, but the price is going up
now. However, the controllers I've read about seem to modulate power according to
time, not revs - not quite what you want for road use. Still, it’s an interesting
approach, and I wouldn't discourage you - as you say, its easily removed. The one
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downside I can think of is if you rely on it for overtaking, and the bottle empties
halfway through. Do you have a large bottle at home, and top up on a daily basis?
From Adam Jarvis:

You can rent a bottle and keep it at home to refill or go to a filling station to refill.
Good point regarding the overtaking. Could be quite scary! I wouldn’t think that you
need a progressive controller just try and use the NOS in high gears to bring up the
revs a bit quicker, because of the close ratio box in the Cap I would say that you
would only really need the NOS in say 4th and 5th gear, or even 3rd if you’re brave!
Apparantly there’s a place in Swindon who deal in NOS so I may take a trip down
there and have a word; if I can find it I might even see about a possible discount for
SCORE members if a few other people are interested. I have found one company
though who will actually guarantee your engine with the NOS fitted and all they
charge is £1 per bhp i.e 25bhp = £25.
From James Holland:

These string of messages has been very interesting. I have a couple of questions:
Is NOS legal in GB? How do you get on with an MOT? I assume having NOS fitted will
increase the servicing your car needs? You would still need some way of getting rid of
the heat generated by the engine.
From Adam Jarvis:

For all the answers to your Questions please go to www.noswizard.com/faq.php
I think this will cover everything, the email in my previous post mentioned heat in the
engine: as you know the temperature of the inlet charge in a turbo engine can get
extremely high and potentially dangerous to the engine, however Nitrous Oxide "drastically" cools the intake charge, reducing the risks of detonation caused by the turbo.
From Ian Linden:

This is not the whole story, as James correctly (I think) is getting at the waste heat
generated by the engine - more power - more waste heat. I think the answer is that
the N2O is only used in short burns, so the temperature rise in the block is liable to
be very limited, and rapidly dissipated after the burn. Adam - I note they say they
tailor the system to customer requirements - do you think you could ask them about
a boost sensitive switch? (I suppose I have to admit my interest is now becoming
more than theoretical)
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From Adam Jarvis:

I certainly will. Before I go ahead and purchase I might/ should upgrade the front
brakes, the last thing I want to do is hike the power up and not be able to stop.
From Ian Linden:

Depends on at what speed you plan to lift your foot off. Or, if you retain the speed
limiter, it will dump the boost at 87.5 mph, so if you do have a boost-sensitive
switch, that will stop the burn. In that case, you won't really need uprated brakes.
Another thought - most of the N2O references state that the ignition timing should
be retarded to prevent knocking when using nitrous oxide. I wonder what the effect of
the retarded ignition on the engine durability and performance is when not using the
N20?
From Adam Jarvis:

I went down the NOS place today, forgot to ask about the boost switch though. They
are having an open day next Saturday between 11 and 4 and are offering 10% off
anything purchased on the day.
From Greg Stewart:

Good luck Adam. Are you going to post some pictures after it’s fitted? Or how about
0-60 times before and after, this would be interesting to see the difference?
From Adam Jarvis:

I’ll see if I can do some pics as I’m fitting it in case anyone else wants to do the same;
as soon as everything is fitted, ie dump valve and air filter, then I am going to get it
set on a rolling road, so I could always do that with and without the NOS to see the
difference. I might go for a 50bhp increase - should be fun!
From Ian Linden:

The RS switches look good, but check that they can stand negative differential
pressure, as the manifold can drop to minus something (not sure what - 0.8?) bar
relative to atmosphere.
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From Adam Jarvis:

I did think about starting at 25bhp and then increasing once I am used to it and once
it is rolling roaded to ensure that it is ok.
From Dany Gagnon:

I just had my turbo change for a higher performing one from Suzuki Sport. Last
Saturday, after a few weeks, one of my pistons overheated. I'm still waiting for the
cost of the damage from Levois. It's not going to be cheap! Paul from Levois, who is
the most knowledgeable person outside Japan about the Cap, was not too sure what
caused the problem. One thing for certain, the small Suzuki engine is not made to
sustain such high performance. The same problem happened to the late David Benson
as well. My car was running so well and so fast. I even won races against MG and
Jaguars. And when you have that sort of power, it's hard to control yourself. You
always want to push your limit. I will keep you informed on the repairs of my Cap.
So my advice is: let's do it BUT make the necessary changes to make sure your engine
doesn't overheat and don't use your power too often for too long. Good luck!!!
Read the next saga in Adam’s Great Nitrous Journey in the next issue... or online!

Blast cleaning has been around a long time and now a multitude of abrasives
can gently strip paint, rust and contamination off most items.
Redditch Shotblasting is run by Paul Joynes, SCORE Member and Local Rep
for the West Midlands/ Central England Region.
The Company has been working in this important area for over 27 years, with the
experience and expertise to ensure those precious Cappuccinos are well cared for.
From body panels, suspension items, engine bay components to alloy or steel wheels:
all are returned rust, paint and corrosion free.
Let us remove the hassle of your DIY painting with our revolutionary powder coating process
which produces a chip resist, ready to bolt-on superior finish in most colours

Telephone: 01527 529 659
www.redditchshotblasting.co.uk
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Cappuccino SPORT Advertorial

Helping you get the best out of your car

Dany Gagnon, SCORE Member and Local Rep for London/ Middlesex region, has been
a long standing fan of the Cappuccino. He purchased a black body-coloured car a few
years ago and became even more besotted: Cappo is the second love of his life after
his family - Catina and his three children.
Last year Dany went on an epic trek across many countries in Europe in his car to
Cyprus where he got married to Catina. His outbound journey was diarised and
published in an earlier SCORE magazine.
Busy at work and play, Dany still managed to find the time to work on some very
exciting projects on his Cappuccino... the final result is:

and....

Dany has had the excellent support of Levoi’s, a Suzuki Dealer in Colchester, in the
assembly of all the body accessories and engine tuning enhancements...

Thermostat 68 - N1 ECU - Suzuki Sport Turbo Kit - Front Strut Bar - Air Funnel
Cleaner Induction Kit - F6A DOHC Turbo Head Gasket - High Pressure Radiator Cap ARC Intercooler - Intercooler Pipe Set - Suspension Kit Shocks, Springs and Top
Mounts Kit - Stainless Mesh Brake Hose Set - Aero Bonnet Hood - FRP Over Fender
Set ( Front & Rear ) - Head Light Protector - Rear Tail Garnish - and much much more!
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From 1 October 2003 SCORE Members can be the first to see these modifications and
more from a new website that Dany has designed and developed as a new business
venture that will benefit us all...

www.cappuccinoSPORT.com

Engine enhancement parts and body style accessories will be the main part of Dany’s
business, with CappuccinoSPORT acting as a vital bridge between Euro, Australasian
and West Indies SCORE Members and the Suzuki Japanese Suppliers.
CappuccinoSPORT takes the headache and hassle for those enthusiasts who are put
off by trading individually with companies over the other side of the world. More
importantly there’s greater efficiency and economy by the collating of individual
members’ orders in batches and frequent orders of large quantities.

fully dressed to thrill

Of course the unique opportunity is changing the character of your car, in the way
Cappo drives and looks. SCORE members can select from an extensive range of parts
to increase the power and performance (eg turbo-head gaskets, N1 Sport and Suzuki
Standard NCUs and suspension kits) to a huge line-up of accessories to dynamically
enhance your Cappo appearance (like front/ rear upper/lower spoilers,
CappuccinoSPORT roll bar, sidesteps and headlight protectors). CappuccinoSPORT can
also assist in sourcing secondhand parts - quality items without paying the full price.

benefiting all SCORE Members

In the very near future, Dany hopes to have promotional literature for non Internet
SCORE Members to see for themselves how the Cappuccino can be truly dressed to
thrill its lively engine, its owners and its onlookers.
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SCORE News Update
Benson Memorial Trophy

As one of a number of topics to be discussed at the October AGM will be the way we
honour the significant contribution Dave Benson gave to SCORE in the years he was
an active member and then during his tragically short period as Magazine Editor. We
have purchased a superb, specially engraved crystal glass trophy. What we need to
collectively agree is what mechanism we can use to bestow this memorial prize and
whether we should award it on an ongoing annual basis.
Your input at the SCORE AGM

Included in this magazine is an official booking form for you to complete if you want
to come along to our traditional “end of year” get-together. More details of the weekend are in the SCORE What’s On Guide here in the magazine. If you are unable to
come along we would still appreciate your say/ contribution on how we run as a
club, things we are not doing right (or not doing at all) and how we should be geared
up for the future in securing more members. Please write to the SCORE Secretary
directly (address below) or if you prefer fax/ email (contact details on Welcome page).
Remember that SCORE is run by its members for its members so your contribution in
how we are and should be running is vital for all of us.
Club Clothing

Thanks to the tremendous help of Brendan and Tracy Molony (always a team effort),
we now have a great range of Cappuccino clothing for members to buy. From rugby
shirts to baseball caps, zipped fleece tops to polo shirts - they all come in a wide
range of sizes but consciously we decided to keep the colour range as simple as possible: the Henry Ford way but in navy blue. Each gament bears the familiar stylised
“Cappuccino” logo, in a different shade of blue - discreet and classy! A separate insert
is included in this magazine showing the choice of clothing and a separate order form.
Please note that the baseball cap is featured in the Merchandise Range in the centre
pages of the magazine: this is the only clothing which has an all-inclusive post/ packing price. Now you can treat yourself and your partner to something Cappuccino as
well as your car as an early Christmas present!
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Alex Clouter, SCORE Secretary
6 Blenheim Fields, Forest Row, East Sussex RH18 5EW

Suzuki SCORE Dealers
All of the following Suzuki Dealers have formally signed an agreement to recognize
SCORE and offer a 10% discount to members on servicing as well as parts and
accessories.
It is important that you present your current SCORE membership card before you
book your car in, just to ensure that they are clear about the arrangement.
Please ensure that you make contact directly with the Dealer Principal/ General
Manager if you do not get the 10% discount.

SCORE has conducted a few mailings to Suzuki dealers, encouraging them to support
the Register. If your local dealer is keen to be more involved, contact 01342 823 951
or editor@score.org.uk for an information pack to be forwarded on. You just need to
give us the name and address of the Suzuki dealer plus ideally the name of the
General Manager you have spoken to.
Thank you in advance.
ENGLAND

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Braylake Cars
DGL Garages
ESSEX

Levoi's Limited
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32 Aylesbury Street, Bletchley, MK2 2BD
After sales contact: Richard Portway
01908 647 111

Littleworth Road, High Wycombe, HP13 5XE
After sales contact: Simon Essery
01494 535 811/ 01494 451 884
Berechurch Road, Colchester, CO2 7QB
After sales contacts: Kate Abbott/ Paul Bone
01206 544 233/ 01206 579 579

HAMPSHIRE

Mill Lane Suzuki*
LINCOLNSHIRE

S. Cropley & Co.
Limited
Linpac Garages
Limited
STAFFORDSHIRE

Randles (Garages)
Limited
SUSSEX (East/ West)
Brighton Suzuki

CMW Automobiles
Limited
Worthing Suzuki

* Service Only Dealer

Blackwater Way, Aldershot, GU12 4HD
After sales contact: Dave Richards
01252 321 122
Frithbank, Boston, PE22 7BD
After sales contact: Kevin Fairweather
01205 362 230

Kingsway & South Park, Lincoln, LN5 8EL
After sales contact: Keith Walker
01522 521 345
Keele Road, Newcastle under Lyme, ST5 2HN
After sales contact: Paul Wilkinson
01782 717170
Preston Drove, Brighton, BN1 6LB
After sales contact: Andy Willmont
01273 705 090

Anstye Cross, Ansty, Haywards Heath, RH17 5AG
After sales contact: Neil Cooper
01444 452 621
Upper Brighton Road, Sompting, BN15 0JQ
After sales contact: Anji Hersee
01903 755 246
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WEST MIDLANDS
Colmore 2000
WILTSHIRE

Pebley Beach

YORKSHIRE
Autoworld

Colin Appleyard
Zygmunt Curry

1163 Chester Road, Birmingham, B24 0QY
After sales contact: Harry Jethwa
0121 377 8169
1-3 Moormead, Swindon, SN4 9BS
After sales contact: Wendy Clark/ Steve Lawro
01793 812 235

455 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield, S7 1FS
After sales contact: Rob Baines
0114 255 7071
Halifax Road, Keighley, BD21 1AH
After sales contact: Aziz Ahmed
01535 606 321/ 682 401

Glen Garage, 12 Hawthorne Grove, York, YO3 7XZ
After sales contact: Ian Bell
01904 425 800

SCOTLAND

STRATHCLYDE
Gael Suzuki
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49 Main Road, Crookedholm, Kilmarnock, KA3 6JT
After sales contact: Michael Keenan
01563 537 116

Back Cover Photos courtesy of Dany Gagnon from GB (top) & Peter Fitzgerald from Eire (lower)

The Latest SCORE Magazine
Please keep on sending the SCORE Editor as many different stories and pictures about you and
your Cappuccino - amusing trips, experiences, a special weekend break: anything you feel you
would like to share with the rest of us (in the best possible taste of course!).
No item is too small and certainly no item too big - what you put into SCORE
is really what you get out of it.

Communications and Events
Opinions, advice, tips and comments expressed in the magazine and on the website are those
of individuals only and are not necessarily those of/ agreed or endorsed by
SCORE or Suzuki GB PLC.

Whilst every care is taken in the content, comments, advice and guidance offered by SCORE in
the magazine and on the website, no responsibility will be accepted for any loss or injury
deemed to be associated.
Members participating at events organised through SCORE do so at their own risk and are
encouraged to act and drive safely and sensibly at all times through the briefing documents
supplied by the SCORE Organiser. By completing a booking form to participate, the
member agrees to the above condition and therefore not make a claim against SCORE.

Data Protection
Your details, as supplied on the original application form, are held on the SCORE Central
Database and will not be supplied to any third party outside of SCORE. From time to time, your
name, address and home phone will be given to a SCORE Local Representative in order that
he/she can advise on local SCORE events being organised. If you have an objection to this,
you need to write to the SCORE Membership Secretary,
contact details of which are in this magazine.

The Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
We are a private non-profit organisation voluntarily run by its members for its members.
If you have any doubt about any particular aspect of this magazine, or any other on/off line
communication relating to the Register, please contact any member of the SCORE Steering
Group or if necessary, seek professional advice.
SCORE is recognised officially by Suzuki GB PLC and Suzuki Motor Corporation.

This magazine is © Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts

Cappuccinos to die for!

www.suzuki-cappuccino.com
www.score.org.uk

The Latest SCORE Magazine
The SCORE Steering Group is keen that The Latest SCORE Magazine reflects
everything that members want from it. We aim to issue 2/3 magazines during the year
but we do need ongoing articles from members in order that each issue can be
produced economically, with lots of interesting content.

© Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts

The Latest SCORE Magazine is designed, written and published through the Register
and is printed by PrintMark, Ashurstwood, West Sussex

